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A B S T RAe T

The influence of axial loads on the behavior of reinforced

concrete short columns under cyclic bidirectional deformations was

studied. The experimental program consisted of ten tests of short

column specimens subjected to predetermined load sequences. All

specimens had the same geometry and reinforcement. The specimen had

a 12 in. (30 cm) square cross section with a shear span of 1.5 times

the thickness of the crOss section. The shape of the specimen was

selected to simulate a short column framing into a stiff floor

system.

The lateral loading was controlled by monitoring deformations.

Two basic histories were selected: one with displacement variation

in only one direction and the other with displacements applied

alternately in orthogonal directions. Axial loads were held constant

in some tests and varied in others. One level of constant compression

and three levels of constant tension were considered. Two sequences

simulated loads varying from tension to compression.

The main effect of axial compression was to increase shear

strength and to accelerate the shear deterioration at higher levels

of deformation as compared with the deterioration of a specimen without

axial loads.

In tests with constant tension, the shear capacity and the

stiffness were reduced but the shear deterioration was decreased as

compared with tests with constant compression or with no axial load.

The effect of tension alternating with compression was reflected as

a reduction in shear and stiffness but only during that part of the

loading history where tension was imposed.

In order to develop a design approach for columns failing in

shear, a parameter was defined for identifying shear behavior.
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Guidelines for satisfactory performance in terms of energy

dissipation were established. The procedure developed appeared to

reflect adequately the influence of the main variables as indicated

by the limited test data available.
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C HAP T E R 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

During major earthquakes, structures are exposed to loadings

in a random mode. Reinforced concrete columns may be subjected to

a number of cycles of lateral load, with components in both principal

directions, as well as cycles of axial load including axial tension.

In the design of reinforced concrete structures it is generally

assumed that lateral forces or deformations coincide with a prin

cipal axis of the structure or member. It may also be assumed that

the axial load is constant on the members. However, this procedure

may be unconservative when strong earth motions occur. Observed

failures, after earthquakes, offer evidence of highly variable

loads on columns.

Extensive research has been reported regarding the behavior

of columns under unidirectional lateral loads (the direction of

lateral load coinciding with one of the principal axes) and com

pressive axial loads. The limited studies that have been carried

out show that bidirectional lateral motions have a marked influence

on the behavior of structures, as compared with unidirectional

motions. To date no test results have been reported regarding com

binations of axial tension--constant or variable--and lateral

forces. It is clear that there is a growing need for an evalua

tion of the importance of complex load histories on seismic

behavior. Experimental data are needed to develop methods for

including the effect of complex loading histories on the design

and analysis of reinforced concrete framed structures.

The present study is one of a series of investigations

regarding columns and beam-column joints being performed at The

1
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University of Texas at Austin. The studies constitute a compre

hensive experimental program aimed at evaluating the importance of

bidirectional loading histories. In the study described herein,

only columns were included and emphasis was given to evaluation of

the effect of varying axial loads in combination with different

lateral load histories. The specimen geometry and reinforcement

were not varied. An important departure from all previous studies

was the imposition of axial tension on selected specimens. Exterior

columns in structures located in seismic zones may be subjected to

bidirectional lateral loads and axial tension produced by over

turning moments.

1.2 Background

To provide background from which general behavioral

characteristics of reinforced concrete members can be established,

previous investigations relating to bidirectional and unidirectional

lateral cyclic loads on columns and the ductility of reinforced

concrete sections are reviewed briefly.

Ductility of Sections. (a) Burns and Siess [1,2J investi

gated the behavior of beams and beam-column connections of reinforced

concrete, under repeated and reversed loading. They concluded that

with proper attention to details almost any degree of ductility

required or desired can be developed for redistribution of

moments.

(b) Park and Sampson [3J discussed ductility requirements

for eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete column sections.

Defining the ductility of a section using curvature, it was pointed

out that the required content of transverse steel for ductility

depends not only on the material strengths and longitudinal steel

content but on the level of axial load as well. Changes in the

present Code recommendations for transverse steel to include those

variables were suggested.
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(c) Gulkan and Sozen (4) discussed the role of stiffness

and energy dissipation on the response of reinforced concrete

structures to strong ground motions. Results of dynamic tests on

reinforced concrete frames were used to illustrate the effects of

changes in stiffness and energy dissipating capacity on dynamic

response. A decrease in stiffness and an increase in the capacity

to dissipate energy was observed as the structures were subjected

to large displacements.

Basic Experimental Studies on Cyclic Loads. (a) Hirosawa,

Ozaka and Wakabayashi [5), in reviewing studies conducted in Japan

on the response of structures to seismic loads, listed the follow

ing trends to be considered in developing experimental programs.

(1) Ductility factors obtained through response analysis of
structures subjected to severe shocks are around 3 or 4
at most, if the strength and rigidity of a building are
not excessively limited.

(2) The number of peak accelerations corresponding to approxi
mately 80 percent of the maximum have been reported to
be around 10 times.

(3) Member response under alternate cyclic loading generally
becomes apparent within 10 cycles of loading.

A research plan conducted in a number of laboratories was

organized (5). The basic test specimen was a short column, a member

which is vulnerable to brittle failure and to deterioration of

strength and stiffness. It was observed that specimens with high

shear stress tend to fail in a brittle manner, despite heavy web

reinforcement, and that the ductility of the column could be clas

sified according to the reduction of strength under a given number

of cycles at specified deformation levels.

(b) Shimazu and Hirai [6) surveyed a number of static tests

in which the strength degradation of reinforced concrete columns

subjected to multi-cycle reversals of lateral load were considered.
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Many factors were observed to affect the strength of reinforced

concrete columns subjected to multi-cycle reversals of lateral

load, including number of cycles, type of lateral loading, ratio

of transverse reinforcement, shear span ratio, level of axial

stress, and level of shear stress.

(c) Wight and Kanoh [7] reported tests on twelve column

specimens subjected to loading reversals into the inelastic range.

The principal variables were the axial load, the percentage of

transverse reinforcement, and the required displacement ductility.

It was concluded that the generally accepted formula for calculating

the ultimate shear strength of reinforced concrete members--adding

the contribution of both concrete and transverse steel--was not

always valid for inelastic loading reversals. A failure mechanism

was suggested in which two critical stages were recognized, the

first corresponding to the total utilization of the concrete com

pressive strength and the second to the splitting and spalling of

the shell concrete. Yielding of the stirrups occurring at a point

between the two stages dictated the behavior of the specimen.

From the results of the study, the authors stressed the importance

of considering the expected number of inelastic cycles and the

deformation in each cycle in the design of reinforced concrete

members resisting seismic loading. The contribution of concrete

to the shear capacity of the core should be reduced in all members

subjected to shear reversals.

Analytical and Experimental Studies Regarding Bidirectional

Effects. (a) Selna, Morrill, and Ersoy [8J studied the shear collapse

of the Olive View Hospital Psychiatric Day Clinic which occurred

during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. The shear failure criterion

was assumed as an elliptical surface, the axes representing the

shear capacity in each direction based on the contribution of con

crete and steel to shear strength. The imporance of bidirectional
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effects was examined. It was suggested that lateral reinforcement

(size and spacing) in a tied column should relate to the maximum

ductility factor, the number and magnitude of inelastic excursions,

the variations of axial load, and the moment/shear ratio. The

importance of bidirectional testing, in order to allow better

representation of behavior, was stressed.

(b) Pecknold and Sozen [9] carried out inelastic dynamic

response analyses of the Olive View Memorial Center for four

different ground motions--the 1971 Pacoima Dam record adjusted to

two different maximum accelerations, the EI Central 1940 record,

and an artificially generated earthquake. Some of the analyses

included the effect of biaxial interaction under orthogonal hori

zontal components of ground motion. Substantially increased story

drifts for two-dimensional interaction (compared with uniaxial

motions) were observed. It was concluded that the results based

on uniaxial motion might have been acceptable (inelastic story

drifts less than 4 times column yield), while those based on biaxial

motion would have caused concern.

(c) Karlsson, Aoyama, and Sozen [10] studied spirally

reinforced columns subjected to idealized earthquake loading and

developed hysteresis curves which could be included in a dynamic

analysis. Comparisons with measured response were found to be

accurate. Spiral reinforcement did not reach yield and excellent

column performance could be attributed to the spiral confinement.

(d) Aktan and Pecknold [11] showed analytically that

stiffness, moment, and energy dissipating capacities of reinforced

concrete members under cyclic biaxial bending can be significantly

reduced in comparison to those under uniaxial bending. The studies

showed that bidirectional deformation response was from 20 to 200

percent greater than unidirectional responses.
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(e) Okada, Seki, and Asai [13] tested six reinforced

concrete columns under bidirectional horizontal cyclic loading.

The variable was the pattern of the horizontal displacement trace

in the plane of the column section--linear, elliptical, and circu

lar traces were used. Significant strength deterioration and loss

of ductility due to bidirectional effects were observed. It was

concluded that bidirectional effects of behavior should be consid

ered in the development of rational seismic design methods.

1.3 Energy Dissipation and Strength of Columns

In reinforced concrete design an important consideration

which can be added to the requirements of strength and service

ability is ductility or the ability to absorb energy. This consid

eration is of utmost importance in seismic design. In order to

survive a severe earthquake, a structure must be capable of absorb

ing and dissipating energy by postelastic deformations. By per

mitting inelastic behavior, the lateral loads specified in codes

may be reduced from those generated in a structure subjected to

severe ground motion when elastic behavior is assumed [14].

Severe damage and collapse of reinforced concrete framed

structures during major earthquakes led to a recognition of the

need for more investigations of columns failing in shear [15,16,17].

Design recommendations (ACI 318-71 Building Code Requirements [18J),

which are intended to provide ductility in columns, may not ade

quately take into account the level of axial load on the member.

A number of investigators [3,32] have examined the influence of

axial load in establishing energy absorbing characteristics.

The influence of axial loads (tension or compression) on

the shear strength of elements under monotonic loads is well docu

mented. Specific design requirements are given in the ACI Code [18J

which are based on the report of the Joint ASCE-ACI Task Committee

426 on Shear and Diagonal Tension [38J. The recommendations for

columns in the report of Committee 426 are summarized as follows.
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In columns subjected to moments causing flexural yielding

at the ends, shear failures tend to resemble those in axially

loaded beams. For this type of failure the ACI Code Section 11.4.3

seems adequate. For columns with small MfVd ratios, shear failure

may occur prior to flexural yielding. Such members generally are

designed using ACI Code Eqs. (11.6) and (11.7).

For members in compression,

v
c

2(1 + 0.0005 N fA )~
u g c (11.6)

and v shall not exceed:
c

v = 3.5 ~ Jl + 0.002 N fA
c c u g (11. 7)

by

A
g

where v is the nominal permissible shear stress carried
c

the concrete, N is the design axial compressive force, and
u

is the gross area of the cross section.

For members subjected to significant axial tension, the

ACI Code gives the Eq. (11.8), v = 2(1 + 0.002 N fA ) ~ , where
c u g c

N is negative for tension.
u

The contribution of shear reinforcement perpendicular to

the longitudinal axis is computed according to Eq. (11.13) of

the ACT Code, in which the effectiveness of the shear reinforcement

is assumed not to be altered with axial load. For columns under

tensile axial loads, the use of inclined shear reinforcement is

encouraged in order to prevent shearing displacements along hori

zontal cracks.

Changes in stiffness and energy dissipation capacity under

cyclic loading determine the response of reinforced concrete frames

to strong ground motions. Hysteretic behavior must be determined

experimentally with repeated loading tests. While both stiffness

and energy dissipation can be related to ductility, ductility
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does not define the hysteretic behavior of reinforced concrete

structures.

Thus it is evident that there is a growing need for an

evaluation of the importance of complex load histories, including

bidirectional lateral loads and varying axial loads, on seismic

behavior. A review of both analytical and experimental studies

regarding the behavior of reinforced concrete structures under

two-dimensional lateral motions indicates that many of the param

eters influencing behavior have been identified. For structures

failing in a flexural mode, the existing knowledge is sufficient

to adequately model the response. While flexural deformations are

preferable in any structure subjected to large earthquake ground

motions, it is not always possible to proportion the members to

ensure such behavior. To date there has been little work done to

realistically model shear response due mainly to the lack of data;

however, such a model is needed in order to simulate behavior in

two-dimensional analyses.

1.4 Purpose

The need for an evaluation of the importance of bidirec

tional lateral loading histories, and variable exial loads on the

response of columns failing in shear has been documented in the

brief review of other investigations reported in the literature.

In a previous series of tests [27] the specimen geometry

was held constant, no axial load was imposed and the only variable

was the lateral history. The purpose of the study reported herein

is to extend the previous work and to examine experimentally the

influence of axial loads on short columns under cyclic lateral

deformations. Two basic lateral deformation histories were used

in combination with different levels of axial tension and com

pression as well as alternate application of both.



C HAP T E R 2

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1 Design of Experimental Program

Because the main objective was to investigate the effect

of complex load histories, the specimen geometry was held constant.

The column section was square because a symmetrical section per

mitted easier comparisons of the influence of various loading

histories. The reinforcing steel was selected to represent a

column designed in accordance with current practice. The shear

span was selected with the aim of producing a column controlled

by shear rather than by flexural response.

The test specimen was a 2/3-sca1e section of an 18 in.

square prototype column with eight #9 bars and 1-1/2 in. cOver.

A 2/3-scale model provided a very convenient 12 in. column, eight

#6 bars, and 1 in. cover. The 2/3 scale permitted a reduction in

the applied loads without scale effects becoming important.

With a column length of 36 in., the shear span-to-co1umn

thickness ratio was 1.5. With a ratio of 1.5, shear failures were

likely to occur.

In Fig. 2.1, some of the specimens used in past studies

of the effect of repeated loading on members are schematically

represented. Type (a) has been used to study beams (flexure)

rather than columns. Types (a), (b), and (c) are adequate for

unidirectional lateral loads; bidirectional lateral loads cannot

be applied easily. Types (b), (d), and (e) can be subjected to

anti-symmetrical lateral loading as induced by earthquake motions.

The specimen used in this study is similar to Type (d),

because it represents a column in a building with stiff floor

systems. In previous studies Type Cd) was used with unidirectional

9
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Type Reference Loading (lateral)

a)

0 Burns and Siess

k 1 I unidirectional
(1) (2)

b) Shimazu and
unidirectionalI

~ Hirai

I
(6) anti-symmetrical

I
I

f------- -- -_._-'._._--_.
c) Wight and Kanoh

~
(7)

?- Karlson, Aoyama unidirectional
and Sozen

Hirosa::~):z~~i-- ---------------------- ------d) 1
--I I

and Wakabayashi

I
unidirectional

(5) anti-symmetrical
I

I I
-;a.;r,

""
e) )~

Okada, Seki and
bidirectional IAsai

anti-symmetrical-- (D)

7- 77

Fig. 2.1 Specimens used by other investigators
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lateral loading but there are no technical impediments for using it

with bidirectional lateral loading. Another important considera

tion was that the specimen is more suitable for the application of

tensile and/or compressive axial loads than the other types of

specimens examined.

2.2 Limits of Horizontal Deflections

There is a tendency to classify the ductility of a column

according to the reduction of strength under a given number of

cycles at a specified deformation. Umemura, Hirosawa, and Endo [2lJ

concluded that, during seismic disturbances horizontal deflections

of 3 to 4 times the deflection-producing yield in the main bars,

6 , may be observed. On the other hand, reported results [5,7J show
y

that cyclic loadings to deflection limits of about 4 times the

yield

to be

deflection, 6 , provide an indication of the type of behavior
y

expected. If 6 is defined as the deflection at which yield
y

strain is initiated in the longitudinal bars, the deflection will

depend on loading and on support conditions 0 In order to allow for

comparisons and for consistency with the previous studies, the value

of 6 in this study was selected as the horizontal deflection (in
y

a specimen without any axial load) at which yield strain was

observed in the longitudinal reinforcement. The value observed was

about 0.2 in. and is used as the reference deflection in all tests,

regardless of the loading conditions. Because the reference

deflection does not necessarily correspond to the initiation of

yield for other load conditions (different lateral load histories

and/or application of axial loads) it will be referred to as initial

rather than yield deflection, and represented as 6.. Peak deflec-
~

tions of 1, 2, 3, and 4 times the initial deflection were imposed

at each stage and repeated for a selected number of cycles.
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2.3 Number of Cycles

The number of load repetitions is important in determining

the behavior of a member. The number of cycles imposed during a

test must correlate with the number produced during an actual

earthquake if the data are to be meaningful for design purposes.

Previous studies [5,2lJ show that during a seismic event, deforma

tions of about 3 to 4 times the yield deformation can be repeated

from 5 to 10 times. A review of tests carried out in Japan [5,6J

shows that the behavioral characteristics were apparent in less

than 10 cycles of load at a given deflection level.

Tests conducted [22] on groups of two identical specimens

under the same lateral loading but with 3 cycles at each deflec

tion level in one and 10 cycles in the other showed similar behavior

in each group. This suggests that behavior was more influenced by

the deflection level than by the number of cycles. On the other

hand, in another study [23] the characteristics defining shear

failure on columns were detected within the first 3 cycles at a

critical displacement ductility.

It was decided that 3 cycles at each deflection level

would be sufficient for the purposes of this investigation, i.e.,

at each deflection level (1, 2, 3, or 4 times the initial deflec

tion) three cycles were imposed.

2.4 Load Variations

Earthquakes induce not only lateral loads but axial loads

as well on the columns of a reinforced concrete framed structure.

The level of the axial load depends on the column position in the

general layout of the structure and on the characteristics of the

earth movement. For instance, a column located in the central part

of a rectangular building is likely to maintain a constant level of

axial load produced primarily by dead load, except when vertical

seismic accelerations occur. On the other hand, circled columns on

the schematic plan view of the structure in Fig. 2.2 may be subjected
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Fig. 2.3 Building frame with overhang
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to varying axial load, including tension .for overturning in the

long direction and more constant levels of axial load for over

turning in the short direction.

Exterior columns of buildings with overhangs may also be

subjected to varied axial loads. Figure 2.3 represents the frame

of a building with an overhang in which the lower left side column

may be subjected to tension during some stages of the lateral

movement induced by an earthquake. The overturning effect producing

tension in exterior columns in slender buildings may also be present

in other types of structures. This is the case of buildings with

nonstructural filler walls, which for design purposes are not con

sidered as part of the lateral force resisting system. The addi

tion of the filler walls transforms the structure from a complex

flexible system into a relatively simple stiff system. As a result

of the stiffness increase, an increase in base shear and overturning

moment occurs, producing varying axial loads--including tension--on

exterior columns [20].

Tension forces in column can also be produced and/or

increased when the vertical component of the seismic acceleration

is important. The role of vertical seismic acceleration in seismic

design can be significant [24].

Thus, during earthquakes a wide range of varying axial

forces, including tension in exterior columns of reinforced con

crete framed buildings, can occur due to one or a combination of

several factors including:

(a) Cantilever behavior (overturning effect)
(b) Overhanging parts
(c) Vertical seismic accelerations

Because no data have been reported regarding cyclic lateral

loads in combination with axial tension, it was decided to include

three levels of axial tension and only one of compression. The
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upper limit for tension axial force is represented by the force

required to produce yield in the vertical reinforcing bars. Regard

less of the fact that tensile yield may not be realistic, it was

considered because it represents a limiting point for reference.

The other two levels of tension were one-fourth and one-half of the

tensile yield force. The level for axial compression was chosen to

represent the effects of gravity dead loads on a structure. In some

tests the axial load was kept constant and in others varied from

tension to compression.

2.5 Test Details

Two basic lateral deformation histories were selected. In

one, history U, increasing deformation was applied in one direction,

while zero deformation was held in the other direction--unidirectiona1

loading. In the other, history B, deformation was applied alternately

in both directions at each peak deflection 1eve1--bidirectiona1

loading.

In Fig. 2.4, a representation of the two basic lateral

deformation histories is shown. Lateral deformation histories were

selected to study the effect of axial loads at different levels and

modes of application ranging from compression to tension on shear

behavior. Although other experimental studies [13,27] have shown

that patterns of horizontal displacement with components in two

orthogonal directions (square and elliptical) are more severe than

unidirectional or bidirectional alternate traces, more complex

lateral deformation histories were not considered because data were

unavailable regarding cyclic lateral loads and axial tension. The

intention was to develop basic data on which decisions regarding

lateral and axial load histories for future experimental work could

be founded.

The complete test schedule adopted is shown in Table 2.1.

Tests 1 to 5 form a group in which the influence of axial load
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TABLE 2.1 TEST SCHEDULE

No.
M k Lateral ~ A__x__i_a_1_..---- L_o_a_d_~ ---l

ar History Mode Level(kips) Stress*

------------- --.----------------------- ------------- 1--------- .-------- --------

o

f == f /4
s y
----------------

f == f /4
s y

f =1.2 Ksi
c

f = f /2
s y

f =1.2 Ksi
c

f = f
s Y

f = f72-
s y

f =1.2Ksi
c

f = f /4
s y

---------------

------- ------------

f =1.2 Ksi
c

---.-- --------------------

oo

o

50

120

100

120

50

200

50 tens.

120 compo

100 tens.

120 compo

Alternate

Constant
Compression

Alternate

Constant
Tension

No axial load

Constant
Compression

---- ------- --------_.------------ ------------------ -----------

B

U

B

B

U

U

U

U

Constant
Tension

------J-------~---------------------- --- f----------------------

Constant
Tension

1 120C-U

2

-s~~j1----

3

4 10OT-U
-------r-------I------------ --- ------------------------ ----------- ---

I Constant
5 i 200T-U U Tension

I
j

6 I ATC-U
i

71 12OC-B

I
8 I 00-B 1 B No axial load---+-- ---I --- ---- ------------------

1.91 SO!-B

I
i 10 i ATC-B

I
* Compressive stress taken on core area

Mark nomenclature:

First symbol - The axial load mode (and the level when
applicable) C for compression, T for tension,
and ATC for alternate.

Second symbo1- The lateral deformation history
U for unidirectional and B for bidirectional.
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level on the shear behavior under unidirectional loading was

studied. In a more limited way, tests 7 to 9 form a similar group

for the bidirectional loading.

Test ATC-U was designed to simulate the loads induced by an

earthquake on an exterior column of a reinforced concrete building,

in which tension alternating with compression occurs in the first

stage of the shock where afterwards only compression is present.

This case may arise in a reinforced concrete framed building with

stiff but low-strength filler walls. The sequence of application

of axial force in relation to the lateral displacement used in

test ATC-U is shown in Fig. 2.5.

Deformation History U
NS Direction

120

-100

I
I
I I

A',c~at I I

TJoa;d ' ( 'k)
"'1 I! l

: I I I I
I

Compression

Tension

cycles

cycles

Fig. 2.5 Application sequence of axial
loads, test ATC-U
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Test ATC-B was designed to simulate the loads induced by an

earthquake on an exterior column of a slender reinforced concrete

building in which tension alternating with compression occurs for

deformations in one direction and only compression for deforma

tions in the other direction. This is the case illustrated in

Fig. 2.2. The sequence of application of axial force in relation

to the lateral displacement used in test ATC-B is shown in Fig. 2.6.

The two main objectives considered in designing the test

program can be summarized as follows:

(a) To study the effect of the constant axial load level for

unidirectional and bidirectional displacement traces.

(b) To study the effect of varying axial loads compared

with constant axial load for both unidirectional and

bidirectional lateral displacement traces.
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- specimen

C HAP T E R 3

TEST SPECIMEN AND PROCEDURES

3.1 Specimen Details

The specimen dimensions and reinforcement are shown in

Fig. 3.1. The test specimen cross section is a 2/3 scale of the

prototype section (dimensions shown in parentheses).

The spacing of the #2 closed stirrups was determined with

the objective of producing a specimen failing in shear. Using

current state-of-the-art design techniques, the performance of the

column might not be satisfactory under the imposed loads but the

column would represent typical practice in column design in seismic

areas. In accordance with the above criteria, two limiting points

for the spacing of ties can be calculated. One is the spacing

required to provide shear strength corresponding to maximum moment

at the ends of the column and no axial load. The second corresponds

to the condition at minimum eccentricity.

Ignoring second order effects, the shear V for a given

moment M is given by V = Mia where a is the shear span. As discussed

in Chapter 2, a shear span of 18 in. was selected to produce speci

mens governed by shear behavior. Using a shear span of 18 in. in

connection with the interaction diagram shown in Fig. 3.2, the tie

spacings using Eqs. (11.3), (11.6), and (11.13) of the ACI Code [IS}

are as follows:

Spacing for maximum moment under zero axial load:

2.2 in. - prototype
1.5 in. - specimen

Spacing for minimum eccentricity (point A on the interaction
diagram):

18 in.
12 in.

21
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The spacing used, 2.57 in. (6.5 cm), is between the two

limits and the shear strength provided will correspond to point B

on the interaction diagram. Point B is a reasonable value for a

column subjected to axial forces produced primarily by gravity dead

load coupled with lateral seismic loads.

The main column bars were designed with 90 0 hooks in order

to provide adequate development length. Following the ACI Code [18J,

the required development length (in tension) is £d = 18 in. (46 cm).

With an end block thickness of 18 in., a bond failure may occur if

straight bars are used. Since anchorage failure was to be avoided,

the bars were bent as shown in Fig. 3.1. According to Section 12.8

of the ACI Code [18], the hoo~ can develop a tensile stress of

32 ksi(220 MFa). In order to develop the full nominal yield stress

at the critical section between the column and the end block, a

straight lead length of 11 in. (28 em) is required (Section 12.5,

ACI Code [18J). A recent study (25] indicated that hooks develop

higher stresses than predicted in ACI 318. According to that study,

the equation applicable in this particular case is

where f
h

is the stress developed by an ACI standard hook. Using

this criterion, the stress developed by the hook is 38 ksi (270 MFa)

and the straight lead length required will be 9.5 in. (38 cm). The

same study indicated that if spalling is prevented in the tail zone

of the hook the constant in the above equation can be increased to

980. Considering the restrictions provided by the components of

the test frame, no spa1ling is expected and the stress developed

will be 53 ksi (360 MFa) with a required lead of 5.5 in. (14 em).

The required lead will probably lie between 5.5 and 9.5 in. The

actual straight lead provided was 13 in. (32 cm).
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3.2 Fabrication

In order to simultaneously cast two specimens, forms were

built to permit casting the entire specimen, including end blocks,

in one operation. Details of the formwork are given in Refs. 27

and 39. Details of the supplementary reinforcement in the end

blocks are given in Ref. 39. The required cover for the column

portion as well as the vertical position of the steel cage relative

to the form was controlled by means of metal chairs. PVC pipe was

placed in the form to provide ducts for fixing the specimen to the

loading frame. The concrete was cast through the upper end of the

formwork which was left open for that purpose. The concrete was

vibrated continuously during casting using two small internal

vibrators. Vibrators were inserted through temporary openings in

the lower end block. The openings were closed after vibration of

the lower portion was completed.

At completion of the casting operation, the concrete surface

was screeded and finished with a steel trowel. After casting,

plastic sheets were placed over the forms and the control cylinders.

Forms were removed two or three days after casting and the specimens

were stored indoors for future testing.

3.3 Materials

(a) Concrete. Concrete was manufactured by a local ready

mix plant according to the following specifications:

Mix proportions:

312
520

1340
1770

Water
Cement
Fine aggregate
Coarse aggregate
Airsene (water reducing

admixture) 25
Required slump 4
Required strength at 28 days - f'

c

lb/cu yd
lb/cu yd
lb/cu yd
lb/cu yd

oz
to 6 in.
= 4000 to 5000 psi

(28-35 MPa)
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The concrete was delivered with a water content below the

one specified and was adjusted when the concrete arrived at the

Laboratory. Water was added until the desired slump was reached.

Two specimens were cast simultaneously. Six standard 6 in. X 12 in.

control cylinders were cast with each specimen. The control

cylinders were cured under the same conditions as the specimens.

In Table 3.1 the date of casting and testing, average cylinder

strength, slump, and age of the concrete at testing for each of

the ten specimens are listed.

TABLE 3.1 CONCRETE MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Test Date Cylinder test
Cylinder Slump Average Age

Mark Casting Testing test (in) strength(psi) (days)

OO-U 12-2-77 1-17-78 1-18-78 5 5,000 47

OO-B 1-25-78 2-23-78 2-24-78 6 6,000 30

120C-B 1-25-78 3-2-78 3-3-78 6 5,950 37

50T-U 2-16-78 3-16-78 3-17-78 8 5,100 29

100T-U 3-10-78 4-13-78 4-14-78 6 5,600 35

20OT-U

I
3-10-78 4-20-78 4-21-78 6 5,800 42

120C-U I 4-26-78 5-25-78 5-26-78 5 4,450 30
I

I

IATC-U 4-26-78 6-8-78 6-9-78 5 4, 700 44

50T-B 5-16-78 6-15-78 6-16-78 7 4,650 31

! ATC-B ~16-78 6-22-78 6-22-78 7 5,000 37L ___
. -- ____ 0.___
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(b) Reinforcing Steel. Three sizes of A6lS-68 bars were

used as reinforcement for the column specimens. A706 steel was

considered because the properties were more closely controlled;

however, a check with suppliers indicated that it could not be

obtained in small lots in the sizes needed.

The main steel for the column specimens came from two

different shipments from the same mill. The steel used for shear

reinforcement came from a single shipment. The #2 deformed bars

were 6 mm bars fabricated in Sweden and obtained through the

Portland Cement Association Laboratories. Several tests were

performed on coupons cut from some of the bars. In some of the

tests two strain gages diametrically opposed were attached to the

coupons in order to obtain accurate values of the modulus of

elasticity. In some of the tests an extensometer was attached to

the coupons in order to obtain complete stress-strain curves.

A total of 18 coupon tests was conducted on the #2 and #6

bars. No coupon tests were performed on the #3 bars because they

were used as secondary reinforcement only in the end block and did

not influence the strength or the general behavior of the column

section.

Figure 3.3 shows the stress-strain curves for the reinforce

ment. Both lots of #6 bars had similar modulus of elasticity but

the yield strength and postelastic behavior were different. The

second lot had a higher yield than the first and the stiffness in

the strain hardening region was higher. Dltimate for the second

lot was higher than the first but occurred at a lower strain. Six

specimens (OO-D, OO-B, 120C-B, SOT-D, lOOT-D, and 200T-D) were

fabricated with #6 bars from the first lot and four (120C-D, ATC-D,

SOT-B, and ATC-B) with bars from the second lot.
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3.4 Loading System

The loading system consisted of a structural loading frame,

two lateral load actuators, one axial load actuator, and three

hydraulic positioning systems to control the specimen end rotations.

It was designed to utilize the existing facilities and equipment

including the strong floor-wall system. the closed-loop hydraulic

loading system, and the digital data acquisition system. Figure 3.4

shows the test setup. The loading and data acquisition system is

described in detail in Refs. 39 and 40.

Lateral loading components were deformation-controlled

while the axial load component was load-controlled. The servo

controllers could be manually or computer-controlled. Six tests

were performed using the manual mode and the rest were monitored

by the computer.

3.5 Instrumentation

During a test, the lateral loads corresponding to the

lateral displacements imposed, the axial load, and the resulting

forces in the paired positioning systems, were recorded using the

data acquisition system. The displacements at the top end of the

column specimens were measured in all three directions. Two systems

for measurement of displacements were used during the course of

the experimental program. The first system consisted of special

supports to hold the transducers. The supports were connected to

the lower El' it was assumed that 1:'-,e

rotation of the end block was negligible so that relative deforma

tions were being monitored. After several tests were run, dial

gages were connected to the lower end of the specimen in subsequent

tests and'it was observed that the bottom end block rotated during

testing. Therefore, a second support system was developed. A

frame was constructed which rested directly on the structural floor

and was not connected to the specimen. Twelve transducers were
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Fig. 3.4 Test setup
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supported by this frame: eight transducers to measure rotations

and displacements of the upper end, and four to measure the rotation

of the lower. With this instrumentation total rotations and/or dis

placements were measured.

Strains in the transverse and longitudinal reinforcement

were measured using paperbacked wire strain gages. Gaged stirrups

were distributed along the length of the column portion. The

number of strain gages used in the early tests was judged to be

excessive, mainly because the longitudinal bars yielded early in the

test and the gages were not operating. Thus, for the remainder of

the tests the number of strain gages was reduced. Only two corner

longitudinal bars were gaged. Six stirrups were gaged per specimen:

two gages on opposite legs for unidirectional lateral histories, and

four strain gages (one on each leg) for bidirectional lateral

histories.
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C HAP T E R 4

TEST RESULTS

4.1 General

The objective in analyzing the data was to study the influ

ence of axial loads with respect to the two lateral deflection

histories. Three modes of application of axial loads were studied:

constant compression (Chapter 5), constant tension (Chapter 6),

and alternate tension and compression (Chapter 7). The analysis was

based on comparisons of tests with and without axial load (OO-U and

OO-B) for the study of the effect of constant compression and con

stant tension, and with tests with similar levels of axial loads

(constant tension or compression) for the study of alternating

axial loads.

For each group of tests, basic data will be described first.

Next, a more elaborate analysis of the data will be presented to

obtain comparative behavioral trends. Finally, the results will be

utilized to develop design approaches. In each of the three chap

ters (5, 6, and 7) the first step is based on the basic information

explained in this chapter and presented here for test OO-D.

The basic data ~oltage reading~were analyzed using a data

reduction package for readings stored in the computer and on tape.

The availability of a plotting software program made the task more

efficient. The data were rearranged to produce plots of load

deflection and shear deterioration, tables of peak forces, and dis

tributions of strain in transverse reinforcement. The basic data

were reduced for all ten tests to visualize general trends to
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facilitate further analysis. The main objective of this chapter is

to describe the presentation of the data using the results of test

OO-U as an example.

4.2 Load-Deflection Curves

The hysteretic behavior of the specimens under the imposed

cyclic deformations and axial loads is best represented by load

deflection curves. Unidirectional tests are represented by one

curve while bidirectional tests require two, one for each orthogonal

direction. Load-deflection curves plotted on a uniform scale permit

visual comparisons of the hysteretic behavior of the specimens. Of

particular interest is the stiffness (slope), peak values of lateral

loads and deflections, shape of the hysteretic loops, and shear

deterioration. The slope of the load-deflection curve at any point

represents the stiffness of the element. The change in stiffness

is caused by cracking and local spalling of the concrete as well as

slip of the bar relative to the concrete.

For direct comparisons, envelopes of peak values were used.

The envelopes unite peak values in the load-deflection curve in the

first, second, or third cycles. Envelopes were used to obtain com

parative hysteretic characteristics between different tests and to

observe the changes in shear with cycling at a deflection level.

Except for test OO-U, all the curves were obtained using

the plotting software which permitted plotting the complete test

or selected parts. The positive direction of the axes represents

loads and deflections in the N direction for unidirectional tests

and in the Nand E directions, respectively, for bidirectional

loading. The load-deflection curve for test OO-U is shown in

Fig. 4.1. To clarify the definition of the peak envelopes, curves

for the first and third peaks are shown in Fig. 4.1. The monotonic

curve obtained by Maruyama (Ref. 27) is also shown for reference.
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It was observed that first peaks at OO-U were very near the

monotonic case as was also observed in Refs. 14 and 26. Because

of the similarity between the envelope of the peaks in cycles to

different deflection levels and the monotonic curve, the envelope

can be utilized to make comparisons between tests. Therefore, it

was decided that monotonic tests at each axial load level were not

necessary and could be omitted in order to study a wider range of

axial load variations.

A pinching effect on the hysteresis loops was observed for

all levels of deformation. "Pinching" is defined as the tendency

of the stiffness to decrease appreciably when the element is

unloaded. The loss of stiffness at the neutral position results in

low energy dissipation.

4.3 Peak Value Tables

Peak values of axial load, applied lateral load or shear,

normalized shear stress, and corrected deflections were tabulated

for all the tests. Table 4.1 shows values for Specimen OO-U.

Normalized shear stresses were calculated dividing the total

applied peak load in pounds by the core area, assumed as 100 in.
2

throughout testing, and the square root of the concrete strength.

The core area was used in order to define shear stresses under

large lateral deflections because the contribution of the concrete

shell is low once extensive cracking and spalling has occurred.

The tabulated shear forces and normalized stresses were utilized

to construct envelopes of load-deflection relationships as well as

shear-deterioration diagrams.

4.4 Shear-Deterioration Diagrams

To document the shear deterioration which occurred in each

test, peak normalized shear stresses were plotted against load

cycle. The lateral deflection history and axial load pattern are
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TABLE 4.1 PEAK VALUES, TEST OO-U
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are included for better visualization of the relationship between

shear deterioration and load history.

The shear deterioration diagram for test DO-V is shown in

Fig. 4.2. The shear deterioration diagrams graphically show the

reduction in peak shear with cycling at a given deflection level,

as well as the relative magnitude of the reduction at different

deflection levels. The slope of the line connecting peak values

at given deflection levels represents the shear deterioration from

one cycle to the next at a given deflection level.

4.5 Distribution of Strain in Ties

Values of strain in the ties can be represented in many

ways. The complete history of strains for a tie with respect to

the lateral deformation history does not give useful information

because strains exceed yield early in the history in many tests.

Therefore, it was decided to plot peak values of strain for each

level of lateral deformation. The goal was to obtain envelopes of

strain in the ties for each peak and each cycle. Using these plots,

it is possible to compare strain distributions for different appli

cations of axial load and to develop the mechanism of failure as

well as the role of the ties in the failure mechanism.

Distribution of peak strain in the ties for first and last

peaks are shown in Fig. 4.3. Intermediate peaks (second cycle) are

not shown. Each level of deformation is represented and the value

of strain at yield is clearly marked.

4.6 Crack Patterns

From the photographs taken after three cycles at each

deflection level, a diagram of the progressive development of

cracks was obtained. These diagrams represent evidence of pro

gressive damage to the specimen due to the applied loads. The main

use of the diagrams in the analysis of the test results was as
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complementary information to support observations made from other

data. The crack pattern at each deflection level for test OO-U is

shown in Fig. 4.4. At the end of three cycles at the 6. level
~

several continuous inclined cracks in both directions were present

on faces parallel to the direction of loading (E and W) indicating

shear distress. On the other faces horizontal cracks were due

mainly to flexure. Some vertical cracks were observed indicating

splitting of the concrete shell due to large strains in the central

longitudinal bar. At the 26. level new cracks were present in
~

appreciable numbers, while previous inclined cracks opened. From

the 26. level to the 36., no new cracks were formed except small
~ ~

noncontinuous cracks. Some previous inclined cracks were quite

wide and were accompanied by some spalling. In Fig. 4.4, a photo

graph showing final appearance of Specimen OO-U is included.

4. 7 Effect of Different Material Properties

The variables related to geometry and material properties

were not considered in the planning of the experimental program.

The intention was to fabricate specimens with minimal variations

in geometry and material strengths. However, because the steel

was purchased at different times and the concrete was supplied by

a local ready-mix plant, there was a variation in material proper

ties which was sufficient to require a careful examination of the

possible implications of such variations on the behavior before

further analysis of the data was carried out.

Concrete. The concrete mix was designed to give a strength

of 5000 psi (34 MPa); the mean strength from all specimens was

5225 psi (36 MPa) with a standard deviation of about 500 psi (3.4

MPa). However, the main purpose in this work was to analyze quali

tatively the influence of axial loads on the behavior based on

comparisons among test results. An attempt to eliminate the

influence of different concrete strengths was made by dividing the
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measured applied shears by the square root of the strength, assuming

that the shear strength is dictated by the tensile strength of the

concrete. This assumption may not be true for large deflection

levels because the shear strength is dictated by aggregate inter

lock and confinement of the ties, and comparisons based on total

applied shear may be better.

The effect of different concrete strengths is not relevant

if flexure is considered for the range of axial loads utilized.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present interaction diagrams for the column

section considering concrete strengths in the range of those

observed and the strength of the two lots of longitudinal steel,

respectively. In Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 the concrete and longitudinal

steel strengths corresponding with each specimen are included. The

interaction diagrams show almost no difference due to concrete

strength for low compressive axial load or tension. The difference

with axial loads of 120 kips compression is still negligible.

Longitudinal Steel. The influence of the strength of the

longitudinal steel on the shear strength of the specimen is assumed

to be negligible. The spacing of ties is close enough to prevent

local buckling of the longitudinal steel.

If flexure is considered, the tensile strength of the main

steel has a direct influence. Because the phenomenon studied is a

combination of shear and flexure, the possible influence of differ

ent longitudinal steel strengths will be examined when comparison

among tests are made.

Second Order Effects--Compressive Axial Loads. Figure 4.7

shows the free body diagram of a column specimen under the applied

loads and also shows the related equilibrium equations. The

application of lateral deformations through the loading frame

causes the axial load to be inclined. Second order effects are

induced which increase the applied shear with respect to that

measured.
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The applied shear is given by the first equilibrium

equation shown in Fig. 4.7. Considering that ~ and ~ are small
v

compared with the dimensions of the loading frame, the following

simplification can be made:

V
a

V+ N~

66.25
or v = (1 + e/lOO)V

a v

where V is measured shear and e = 1.51 N~/V represents the percent
v

error in assuming the measured shear is equal to the total applied

shear force. The simplifications assumed in the formula for V
a

are satisfactory because the errors computed without the simplifica-

tions are very near those computed with the simplifications. For

instance, for l20C-U at 4~., e = 6.0 without the simplifications,
1 v

and e = 5.9 with the simplifications.
v

Table 4.2 presents the computed maximum and minimum percent

of error for each deflection level of test data for l20C-U and

l20C-B. The errors are not significant in the unidirectional test,

but they are high at the 4~. level for the bidirectional test.
1

However, at that level, shears are very low and the error in the

lateral shear is less than 2 kips in the worst case. No modifica

tions in shear due to second order effects were made because at

high shear levels the error was small and at large deformations the

shear was small and the correction did not change comparisons

between tests.

Second Order Effects--Tensile Axial Loads. With the axial load

in tension, the actual shear applied to the column section is less

than measured. Using the free body in Fig. 4.7 (T instead of N)

and using the same simplification adopted in the case of compressive

axial loads, the applied shear can be expressed as:

V V -
T~

V = (1 e /100)Vor -
a 66.25 a v

where e 1.51 T~/V is the percent of error.
v
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TABLE 4.2 P-A EFFECT, TESTS 120C-U AND 120C-B

- --- ---~-_... ----_._.. ------_.__._--------,
Percent of error e

v
I--- I

D.jb.. 120C-U 120C-B NS 120C-B EW
---

~
min min minmax max max

1 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.7

2 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.3

3 1.8 2.8 1.7 3.0 2.7 5.6

4 3.2 5.9 5.1 11.4 9.3 27.5
__L.--____..________ 1-._

e = 1.51 N!::::./Vv Va
( 1 + e /100 ) V

v

TABLE 4.3 P-b. EFFECT, TESTS WITH CONSTANT TENSION

-._._-------_.._-~._-- .----_.-
50T-B NS 50T-B EW

I --- ---_.
min max min max

0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5

0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7

0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0

1.2 1.8 1.6 2.4

-----------------

2

r e
v

8

1

1

-'---'-'---

Percent of erro

1%1
1----SOT _U·-.----1O~_U ----l

200T-U
----~._-

min max min max min max
---\--. ----I-.

1 0.5 0.7 1.2 1.6 8.7 12.

2 0.7 0.9 2.0 2.9 11.7 13.

3 1.0 1.3 2.8 4.1 13.7 15.
I I

~ 1.4~ 3.6 5.1 14.3 17.
-

e = 1.51 T!::::./Vv V = ( 1 - e /100 ) Va v
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In Table 4.3, the maximum and minimum percent of error at

each deflection level for tests with constant tension are presented.

For levels of tension of 50k and lOOk, the errors are not signifi

cant. Differences of less than lk are involved for tests with 50k

tension and less than 1.5k for the test with lOOk tension. For the

test with 200k tension the errors are high; however, shear forces

in this test are very low. Thus, the measured shears are not appre

ciably different from the total applied shears. For instance, for

this test corrected peak values at first cycles in the north direc

tion are 4.4, 8.7, 12.1, and 15.4 kips, while the measured peak

values were 5, 10, 14, and 17 kips.





C HAP T E R 5

CONSTANT COMPRESSION

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the influence of constant compression is

analyzed. Results from tests with constant compression (lZOC-U,

lZOC-B) and zero axial load (OO-U, OO-B) under both lateral

deflection histories are compared. From the comparisons made,

behavioral trends are obtained and design considerations are

discussed.

5.2 Description and Comparison of Test Results

Load-Deflection Curves. Figure 5.1 shows the load

deflection curve for test lZOC-U. The envelope of first peaks of

test OO-U is also shown for comparison (first peaks of OO-U

approximate the monotonic curve). The applied shear to attain a

certain displacement is greater in lZOC-U than in the case with

no axial load (OO-U) for 6. and 26. levels. For higher levels of
~ ~

deformation, however, shear decay proceeded more rapidly in Speci-

men lZOC-U than in OO-U. Under compressive load, the increase in

shear strength at low deflection levels is accompanied by an

increase in stiffness but at high deflection levels there is a

decrease in both shear strength and stiffness. Pinching of the

hysteretic loops is accentuated more with axial load than with no

axial load.

The load-deflection curves for test l20C-B are shown in

Fig. 5.Z (NS direction) and Fig. 5.3 (EW direction). The envelope

of first peaks of test lZ0C-U is also shown for reference. The

difference in strength can be attributed to differences in concrete

strength. The behavior up to the Z6. level in both directions is
~
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similar. Again, for higher levels of deformation, shear decay and

stiffness reduction is noticeable. For l20C-B, in the NS direction

the shear decay was more rapid than observed in l20C-U and in the

EW direction of l20C-B. The load-deflection curves for test OO-B

are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. The envelope for first peaks for

test OO-U is also shown. The adverse effect of alternate applica

tion of lateral deformations is evident.

Envelopes of Load Deflection. Envelopes of load-deflection

relationships can be utilized to make more explicit comparisons.

Figure 5.6 shows a comparison of the peak normalized shear 0escribed

in Section 4.2) envelopes for the first and third peaks of tests OO-U

and 120C-U. The increase in shear strength for 120C-U compared to

OO-U is about 30 percent. Considering monotonic loads, the increase

in strength due to axial compression according to Eqs. (11.4) and

(11.17) of the ACI Code [28] would be about 16 percent using gross

area and about 20 percent using core area.

Figure 5. 7 shows a comparison of the envelopes of the uni

directional and bidirectional tests with the same level of axial

compression. Curves for the NS and EW direction of loading for

test l20C-B are compared with unidirectional (NS) curves from l20C-U.

Envelopes of the peaks only through the first direction of loading,

i.e., N or E, are presented. Considering the NS direction of both

tests, nearly identical behavior is observed in both cases. Consid

ering the EW direction in 120C-B, for higher levels of deformation

the shear decay proceeds at a rapid rate. The difference between

first and last peaks is about the same in both areas, which indi

cates that the increase in shear degradation can be attributed to

the effect of deformations in the orthogonal direction rather than

to the number of cycles at any deflection level. Figure 5.8 shows

a comparison of the envelopes of the peaks to the Nand E for tests

OO-B and 120C-B. Although the presence of lateral deformations in
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the orthogonal direction produces shear decay when no axial load

is present, it is not as severe as with axial compression.

Shear Deterioration. Figure 5.9 documents the shear

deterioration which occurred in tests l20C-U and OO-U. For defor

mation levels higher than 26., there was a larger difference
~

between first and last peaks for test l20C-U than was observed in

OO-U. Due to shear deterioration, shear values for l20C-U tend to

approach those of OO-U as the level of deformation increases.

The shear deterioration observed in tests l20C-B and OO-B

is presented in Fig. 5.10. The severe shear decay after the 26.
~

level in test l20C-B is clearly shown, especially in the EW direc-

tion. The largest shear decay from cycle to cycle occurred at the

26. level in both directions for l20C-B.
~

With unidirectional or bidirectional lateral deflection

history, the trends of the test with compression as compared with

the test without axial load are similar, i.e., the shear on a

member under compression is larger than on a specimen under no

axial load for levels up to 26.. For larger deformations, rapid
~

shear deterioration is observed. With no axial load, a nearly

constant level of peak shear forces was observed.

Strain in Transverse Reinforcement. Figure 5.11 shows the

observed average strain in the ties for test l20C-U. For compari

son, some values of strain from test OO-U are included. In test

Figure 5.12 shows a comparison of the

In OO-U, the tie

l20C-U most of the ties were yielding at the 36. level, while in
1

test OO-U (Fig. 4.3) most of the ties were below yield at the 26.
1

progressiveand 36. levels.
~

strain in a tie for tests OO-U and l20C-U.

remains below yield, while a similar tie in test l20C-U reaches

yield at the 26. level.
~

Figure 5.13 shows average strain in the ties for first

peaks in the first and third cycles (all levels of deformation)

for both directions of loading in test l20C-B. As in l20C-U,
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Figure 5.14 shows the comparison of the

Following inclined cracking, the transverse reinforce-

66

yielding of the ties occurred when the level of deformation was

increased from 26. to 36 .•
~ ~

progressive strain in a tie for tests OO-B and l20C-B in both

directions of loading. As in Fig. 5.l2,ties reached yield faster

when compression was present for both directions of loading.

Crack Patterns. Figure 5.15 shows the crack patterns

observed at the end of the application of three cycles of loading

at each deflection level for l20C-U. Comparing with the crack

patterns for test OO-U presented in Fig. 4.4, it is apparent

that the test without axial load shows about the same damage at

2 and 36. levels, while l20C-U shows an increase in damage for each
~

deflection level. This is likely a reflection of the reduced

effectiveness (due to yielding) of the ties in shear when axial

compression is present. In a similar way, test l20C-B exhibited

more external damage than test OO-B, as can be seen in Fig. 5. 16

which shows the appearance of the test specimens after completion

of loading.

5.3 Study of the Behavior

Mechanism of Failure. The mechanism of failure appeared

to be governed by three main factors: crushing of the concrete

shell; yielding of the transverse reinforcement; and amount of

damage, due to inclined cracks, to the concrete core. The factors

were influenced by the pattern of lateral displacements and by the

axial load. Inclined cracking was observed for deformations less

than 6 .•
~

ment contributed a portion of the shear strength of the element.

With an increase in deformation, the inclined cracks increased in

number and width. At the end of the cycles at 6., the contribution
~

of the ties was appreciable for the case without axial load (Fig. 4.3).

For the case with axial load (Fig. 5.11), the compressive stresses

produced an increase in the concrete contribution and the web
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reinforcement was not required to carry shear. The maximum strain

in the ties in test l20C-U at the 6. level was 0.0008 while in
~

test OO-U the maximum strain at the same deflection level was

0.0018. In the case with compression, the contribution of the

ties was retarded until large deformations were imposed (Fig. 5.11).

For larger levels of deformation, the strain in the ties increased

at different rates for OO-U and l20C-U (Fig. 5.12) and the strain

was continuously increasing as the lateral deformation increased.

However, the cyclic behavior shows that the increase in strain did

not correspond to an increase in shear once the shear decay started.

Thus, the way in which the ties contributed to the strength changed

during the test: for low levels of deformation the tie contribu

tion may be assumed as in the truss analogy; for larger deformations

the ties appeared to act primarily as confining reinforcement, i.e.,

the concrete core was resisting the shear but only because it was

confined by the ties. Although the change in the role of the ties

was gradual, there seemed to be a critical point where the change

was more significant. The critical point can be identified in the

envelope curves (Figs. 5.6 and 5.8), when a drastic reduction in the

slope of the envelope curves was observed from one deformation level to

the next. After that point the behavior depends on the ability of

the ties to provide confinement and on the amount of damage to the

core, both of which depend on the load history.

After the critical point, at the 6i level for OO-U and

somewhere between 6i
and 26. for l20C-U, the shell was damaged

~

(Figs. 4.4 and 5.15) and its contribution to shear capacity may be

assumed low. Therefore, the shear must be resisted by the concrete

core and the behavior was governed by the confinement provided by

the ties. With confinement, forces in the concrete core can be

developed through aggregate interlock occurring between the faces

of inclined cracks. For OO-U, the critical point was reached with

little damage to the core and with strain in the tie bars below
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yield. Therefore, the shear strength increased after that point

and shear deterioration was delayed until the 3~. level was reached.
~

On the contrary, for 120C-U the critical point was reached when

the specimen was severely cracked and with the ties already at

yield. With the ties yielded, no reserve was available for carry~

ing shear or for providing confinement. Evidence of the extreme

lateral forces on the ties in test 120C-B was the barrel shape

observed for the specimen after cycles at the 4~. level, which
~

indicate the "softening" of the complete steel cage. The effect

of lateral deformations in the orthogonal direction was reflected

mainly after the critical point in the form of more rapid shear

decay. Before the critical point the influence of perpendicular

deformations was not significant. In tests without axial load the

confinement from the ties was effective because it permitted the

stabilization of the shear strength. In the tests with compression

the ties were not effective because the shear strength deteriorated

very rapidly. Thus, the amount of transverse reinforcement required

to attain stabilized cyclic behavior depended on the axial load

level and in general on the load history.

Strength and Deformation Characteristics. (a) Shear Strength.

If the prototype element discussed in Chapter 2 is to form a part

of a special ductile frame meeting the requirements of Appendix A

of the ACI Code [28], the amount of shear reinforcement provided

is not sufficient. According to Appendix A, if the axial loa~ is

greater than 0.4Pb' transverse reinforcement must be provided to con

fine the core. The required percentage of transverse steel to con

fine the core in the prototype is 1.47 percent based on core dimen

sions and #3 ties (#2 for the test specimen). Using Appendix A,

the percentage of transverse reinforcement to resist shear produced

under the formation of plastic hinges at both ends of the element

is about 0.8 percent for zero axial load, about 1.2 percent for

120k compressive load. With #3 hoops at 4 in. in the prototype,

p = 0.4 percent (#2 at 2.57 in. in the test specimen). Neither of
w
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the requirements of ACI 318, Appendix A are met. The observed

behavior of the specimens was better than might have been expected,

based on the difference between required and provided transverse

reinforcement. Table 5.1 shows computed values (total and normal

ized) of the concrete and transverse steel contributions to shear;

using Eqs. (11.4) and (11.17) of the ACI Code and core dimensions.

In Specimen 120C-U, peak values of shear were equal to or greater

than the calculated strength, V = V + V , up to the 36. deflectionn s c 1

level. If it is conservatively assumed that all shear is resisted

by the web reinforcement, V = V , then most of the peak values
n s

throughout the load history lie above the value for V •
n

Under the application of lateral deformations in both

V (Fig. 5.8
s

after 36. in the NS direc
1

carried by the specimen

= V +c
= Vs'
shear

directions, Specimen 120C-B only withstood cycles at the 26. level
1

or 5.10).with shear strength greater than Vn
If the shear capacity is taken as V

n

in the EW direction thetion and 26.
1

falls below V •
n

(b) Flexural Strength. The computed moments at the bottom

of the column corresponding to yield in the main bars were 730 in.-k

for OO-U and 886 in.-k for 120C-U using the free body in Fig. 4.7.

In both cases the moments at observed first yielding were less than

the theoretical nominal yield moments of 750 and 1360 in.-k. How

ever, shear and moment increased after reaching first yield in the

reinforcement. At 26. the moments at the bottom end were 865 in.-k
1

for OO-U and 1350 in.-k for 120C-U. Because the moments were not

equal at the top and bottom ends (top end moments were 1080 in.-k

for OO-U and 990 in.-k for 120C-U), the shear required to produce

plastic hinges will be compared with measured values. Table 5.2

shows normalized (with respect to~ and A ) values of the shear
c c

required to produce plastic hinges computed as two times the ulti-

mate nominal moment (from interaction diagrams, Figs. 4.5 and 4.6),

divided by the length of the column and observed maximum values.
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V IJf'A
~peak shear

~est V (k) V IJfr A V (k) V (k) V IRA V(k) V/"/f' A
s sec c c c c n nee c c

~O-U 26.3 3.7 14.1 2.0 40.4 5.7 56 7.9

PO-B 26.3 3.4 15.5 2.0 41.8 5.4 52 6.7

120C-U 26.3 3.9 21. 3 3.2 47.6 7.1 63 9.4

120C-B 26.3 3.4 24.7 3.2 51.0 6.6 78 10.1
,

----

V A f d Is
s v sy c

V =2(1+N/2000A),[fiA
c c c c

V = V + V
n s c

TABLE 5.2 MAXIMUM PEAK SHEAR COMPARED WITH 2M /L
n

Meas. peak shear V =2M /L-
f n

Test
V (k) V/,,[f'A V

f
(k) V,.jf' A

c c c c

OO-U 56 7.9 50 7.1

NS 52 6.7
OO-B EW 46 5.9 50 6.5

120C-U 63 9.4 77 11.5

NS 76 9.9
120C-B EW 78 10.1 78 10.1

I
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It is clear that the quantity of transverse reinforcement in

120C-U was inadequate to prevent failure by shear with cycling;

however, it was sufficient to permit the development of a maximum

shear which was over 80 percent of the shear corresponding to the

formation of plastic hinges at the ends of the column. For test

120C-B, the measured peak shear was almost equal to the shear

required to form plastic hinges.

(c) Load Deformation. At first yield in tests OO-U and

l20C-U, some shear distress was observed in the form of inclined

cracks. Although shear distress was observed early in the load

history, the element reached flexural strength following the devel

opment of large deflections because of the transverse reinforcement.

Using the following calculations, the failure sequence can be

explained. If Specimen l20C-U is assumed to fail in flexure,

If shear controls failure, the maximum shearM = 1380 in.-k.
u

should be about V
u

attain both modes of

V + V = 48k (from Table 5.1). In order to
c s

failure simultaneously, the length of the

column should be 2M Iv = 57 in., which is larger than the actual
u u

column height. This means that failure is governed by shear. The

maximum predicted shear (48k) was reached at about 26. (0.4 in.)
~

during testing.

As the load increases, the contribution of the web reinforce

ment to shear resistance increases as soon as diagonal cracks are

formed. Strains in the ties imply that the diagonal cracks are

opening and lateral deflections increasing. Yamada [29J observed

better agreement between observed and measured deformations with

very short columns (aid near 1). In a very short column (aid Rj 1),

the shear strength will be reached at a very low lateral displace

ment and the behavior will be almost rigid elastic. In a short

column with aid Rj 2 and p = 0, the shear strength will be less
w

than for aid Rj 1 because of the increase in shear span. The stiff-

ness will decrease also and there will be some inelastic
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deformation after cracking. In a short column with aid ~ 2 but with

P = 0.4 (as in OO-U), the stirrups will carry shear after cracking
w

is reached and the associated inelastic deflections will result in

response resembling a long column. In Fig. 5.17, a schematic repre

sentation of the cases discussed is shown. To provide a basis for

comparison, the response of OO-U is plotted (curve C) and calcula

tions of deflections and strengths for the other cases discussed

were made assuming the same specimen cross section and different

column heights as follows: 24 in. for the very short column and

72 in. for the long column. It is clear that lateral displacements

of short columns are functions of aid, p , and level of axial load~
w

and nonlinear deformations need to be taken into account.

Summary of the Influence of Constant Compression. The

presence of constant compression influenced the behavior when com

pared with similar tests without axial load. Compression was

observed to accelerate shear deterioration at higher levels of

deformation.

Web reinforcement was effective in improving deformation

capacity. Based on observed behavior, the effectiveness of the

web reinforcement decreased with the presence of compressive axial

load, the number of cycles imposed, and the application of deforma

tions in the orthogonal direction. Thus, for the same history of

lateral deformations, a column subjected to compressive axial load

should have more web reinforcement than a similar one without axial

load to achieve similar capacity.
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C HAP T E R 6

CONSTANT TENSION

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the influence of constant tension is

analyzed. Results from tests with constant tension (SOT-V, SOT-B,

lOOT-V, and ZOOT-V) and zero axial load (OO-V and OO-B) are compared

for both lateral deformation histories. Behavioral trends consider

ing the effect of different levels of tension, as well as the over

all effect of tensile axial loads in comparison with compressive

axial loads are discussed.

6.Z Description and Comparison of Test Results

Load-Deflection Curves. Load-deflection curves for tests

50T-V and lOOT-V are presented in Figs. 6.1 and 6.Z. For clarity,

the first cycles of lOOT-V are shown in Fig. 6.3. Load-deflection

curves for first cycles of test ZOOT-V ar.e shown in Fig. 6.4;

second and third cycles were similar to first cycles and are not

shown.

An examination of the load-deflection curves for the three

levels of tension and unidirectional lateral deflection history,

shows a reduction in applied shear and stiffness for low level of

deformation as compared with lZOC-U (Fig. 5.1); however, little

shear deterioration was observed at higher levels of deformation.

The behavior with constant tension was reversed in relation to the

behavior with constant compression. Axial compression caused a

noticeable increase in shear strength and initial stiffness as com

pared with no axial load and severe shear deterioration was present

for higher levels of deformation. Constant tension caused a

77
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decrease in applied shear and stiffness for low levels of

deformation but no appreciable shear deterioration at large defor

mations. The observed decrease in applied shear and stiffness was

proportional to the level of tension.

Pinching of the hysteresis loops was less than that observed

under compressive axial loads (Fig. 5.l)~ The area (energy dis

sipated) within the load-deflection curves decreased as the tensile

load increased. In Specimen 200T-U the load-deflection curves fell

within a very narrow band.

The load-deflection curves for test 50T-B are shown in

Fig. 6.5. Some shear decay was observed in both directions of load

ing, whereas no shear decay was observed under unidirectional

loading (50T-U, Fig. 6.1).

Envelopes of Load Deflection. In Fig. 6.6 the envelopes

of first and last peaks of normalized shear for tests with constant

tension and unidirectional deformation history are presented. Each

level of tension is shown and for comparison the envelopes for test

OO-U are also shown. From this figure the trends can be clearly

visualized. The observation that there is a decrease in applied

shear with tension but no deterioration at larger deformations is

clear.

Figure 6. 7 shows envelopes of peaks to the Nand E direc

tions for test 50T-B. Peaks to the N direction for test 50T-U are

shown for comparison. In test 50T-U the applied shear remained

nearly constant for high levels of deformation, while in test 50T-B

36. levels is
~

for this is thatgreater in 50T-B than in 50T-U.

shear decay was noted at 46.~ especially in the EW direction.
~

is interesting that the applied shear at 26. and
~

One explanation

It

main reinforcement used in 50T-B had a higher yield strength than

50T-U. The concrete strength in 50T-B was less than 50T-U; however,
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the influence of concrete strength was not significant when tension

was applied.

In Fig. 6.8, the envelopes for test 50T-B are compared with

envelopes of peaks to Nand E from tests OO-B and 120C-B. Less

shear decay was observed in 50T-B than in OO-B and l20C-B for both

directions of loading. Considering both strength and energy dis

sipation per cycle, Specimen 50T-B behaved similarly to OO-B and

exhibited better behavior than 120C-B at higher levels of deformation.

Shear Deterioration. Figure 6.9 shows the shear deteriora

tion which occurred in tests OO-U, 50T-U, 100T-U, and 200T-U. Shear

deterioration from cycle to cycle at the same level of deformation

was most pronounced for 50T-U and OO-U. In 100T-U and 200T-U, the

peak normalized shear values remained virtually constant throughout.

The shear deterioration observed in test 50T-B is presented

in Fig. 6.10. Peak values from test OO-B are also shown. The

shear deterioration at the 36i and 46i levels (especially in the

EW direction) observed in 50T-B can be attributed to the application

of deformations in both NS and EW directions. However, the shear

deterioration in 50T-B was less severe than in OO-B.

Strain in Transverse Reinforcement. Figure 6.11 shows peak

values of average strain in the ties for test 50T-U. Peaks in the

first and third cycles at each deflection level are shown.

Figure 6.12 shows similar plots (first cycle peaks only) for tests

100T-U and 200T-U. Strains at the 6. level were larger for low
~

tension than for large tension forces because the axial load was

less than that corresponding to tensile cracking of the concrete

section. Cracking would occur at a load of 75k, taking 7.5~ as
c

an estimate of the tensile strength of the concrete. In the

absence of horizontal cracking, inclined cracks were more likely to

form. In tests lOOT-U and 200T-U, the level of tension was higher

than the tensile cracking load and the contribution of the ties
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started at higher levels of deformation because horizontal cracking

across the entire section delayed the formation of inclined cracks.

The strain in the ties increased at a slower rate when

tension was applied than when no axial load or compression was

present (OO-U, Fig. 4.3 and l20C-U, Fig. 5.11). For 200T-U, Fig.

6.12, strains increased at a very slow rate. Figure 6.13 shows the

change in strain with unidirectional load history for tests with

constant tension. The change in strain between cycles decreased as

the level of tension increased.

Figure 6.14 shows progressive strain in two ties in speci

mens 50T-U and SOT-B. Strains for both directions of loading for

test 50T-B are shown. The shape of the strain-cycle curve was

similar in both directions of loading of 50T-B.

Crack Patterns. Figure 6.15 shows the crack pattern

observed after three cycles of loading at each deflection level for

50T-U. About the same external damage was observed at 26. and 36.
1 1

levels as in Specimen OO-U. However, with tension inclined cracks

were not opened as widely as in OO-U and a large number of small

noncontinuous cracks (mostly horizontal) were observed. In Fig. 6.16

crack patterns for test 50T-B are shown. Compared with 50T-U

(Fig. 6.15), 50T-B exhibited more inclined cracking. Wide inclined

cracks developed along well-defined 45° trajectories, with abrasion

along the crack.

Crack patterns for test 100T-U are shown in Fig. 6.17. On

application of tensile axial load, horizontal cracks formed prior

to the application of any lateral deflection. In subsequent stages,

inclined cracks changed direction or stopped when crossing previously

formed horizontal cracks. As in 50T-U, no appreciable increase in

damage was observed after the 26. level. The crack patterns for
1

200T-U are shown in Fig. 6.18. Severe cracking was observed under

the application of tension and before any lateral load was applied.
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Under lateral deformation only short, noncontinuous cracks were

formed. There was an increase in axial extension as the test pro

gressed. After the application of the tensile force, axial exten

sion was 0.13 in. and increased to 0.14, 0.27, 0.40, and 0.60 in.

at the 1, 2, 3, and 46. levels, respectively. Little change in
~

damage to the specimen was observed from level to level of lateral

deformation.

6.3 Study of the Behavior

Mechanism of Failure. As in the case of constant compression,

after a critical deflection was reached, the behavior was dictated

by the ability of the ties to confine the core.

Under tension, the ties did not need to provide confinement

and were available to carry shear whenever diagonal cracking crossed

the tie. It should be noted that forces in the tie were not mobil-

ized until large lateral deformations closed the horizontal tension

cracks. With larger axial tension, the cracks were wider and the

lateral deformations were greater prior to mobilization of the tie

forces. Under tension, the shear strength was less than when com

pression was present. Maximum shear, V, was 9.~A for l20C-U
c c

and 6. c 'fTA for 50T-U. Although tension caused the element touv· c c

have less shear capacity, shear deterioration was controlled, as

evidenced by the slow rate of strain in the ties and little damage

to the concrete core. Yielding of the ties occurred at higher

levels of deformation for tests 50T-U, 50T-B, and 100T-U than in

tests with constant compression, and in all tests with constant

tension the rate of strain increase was slower than with compression.

Strength Characteristics. The shear required to produce

hinges in the test specimen may be utilized as a standard for

judging behavior. The shear at hinging is given by 2M fL, where
n

M is obtained from interaction diagrams (Figs. 4.5 and 4.6),
n

including the effect of axial tension. Table 6.1 shows the computed
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TABLE 6.1 MAXIMUM PEAK SHEAR COMPARED WITH 2M /L
(TENSION) n

Maximum Peak 2M ILnTest
V (k) ViA Jfi ~(in) Total Norm*c c

OO-U 58 8.2 0.69 50 7.1

OO-B (NS) 52 6.7 0.46 50 6.5

OO-B (EW) 46 5.9 0.45 50 6.5

50T-U 47 6.6 0.43 38 5.3

50T-B (NS) 54 7.9 0.58 46 6.8

50T-B (EW) 51 7.5 0.60 46 6.8

100T-U 36 4.8 0.81 25 3.3

200T-U 18 2.4 0.81 0 0.0
'--.

* normalized respect AJf'c c

TABLE 6.2 ACI NOMINAL SHEAR STRENGTH (TENSION)

Specimen ~ (ps i) V (k) V (k) V (k) V IA Jf'c s n n c cc

50T-U 500 0.0 26.3 26.3 3.7

50T-B 500 0.0 26.3 26.3 3.5

100T-U 1000 0.0 26.3 26.3 3.4

200T-U 2000 0.0 26.3 26.3 3.9

V = V + V
n c s

V =s

A f d
v sy c

s
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values of 2M /L for tests with tension as well as for tests withn
zero axial load. For comparison, values of the measured maximum

shear and the deflection at which the peak occurred are also listed.

In all the tests with tension, the applied shear reached the value

required to form plastic hinges. The deflection level at which the

maximum peak shear was reached increased as the level of tension is

increased.

The nominal shear strength according to the ACT Code is

Vn V + V For members subjected to axial tension the contribu-c s
tion of the concrete V is given by Eq. (11.9):

c

500 psi

Considering core area only (A
c

zero for all

where N is negative for tension.
u

instead of A ), the contribution of the concrete is
g

levels of tension because the average stress produced was

or more. Values of the nominal shear computed as V = V are
n s

listed in Table 6.2~ according to Eq. (11.17) of the ACT Code. For

the low level of tension (50T-U and SOT-B) the nominal shear pre

dicted by the ACT equations is reached for cycles at 6. (Figs. 6.1
1

and 6.5), and for higher levels of deformation peak shears are

equal to or greater than the nominal shear. Based on tests con

ducted with shear span-to-depth ratios of 1.5 (1.8 using core

dimensions), elements subjected to tension loads producing a stress

of 500 psi or less on the concrete core area may be adequately

designed assuming V = V •
n s

For higher levels of tension the applied shear may not

reach the shear computed as V = V for any level of deformation orn s
reach it at very high levels of deformation. For instance, i.n

test 100T-U, V is reached at 36. in the south direction and in
s 1

test 200T-U, V is not reached for any of the deformation levels
s

considered. Therefore, a criterion based on strength considerations
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only may not be adequate for columns under cyclic loads. Deformation

characteristics and energy dissipation must be taken into account.

Summary of the Influence of Constant Tension. Comparing the

results of tests with constant compression, zero axial load, and

constant tension the following differences in the behavior were

discerned:

(a) The required shear to attain a given deformation decreases

as the level of tension increases but less shear deteriora

tion with cycling and with large deformations is observed.

(b) The adverse effect of alternate deformations in the orthog

onal direction decreases with the presence of constant ten

sion as compared with tests with compression and no axial

load.

(c) Hysteresis loops for low levels of tension show about the

same amount of energy dissipation as similar tests with

compression or no axial load, especially for first cycles.

(d) The shear deterioration from cycle to cycle at the same

level of deformation decreases with the level of tension.

(e) With tension, distress in the concrete occurs at large

deformations while with compression similar distress is

apparent at low deflections.



C HAP T E R 7

ALTERNATE TENSION AND COMPRESSION

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the influence of alternate application of

tension and compression is discussed. Results from tests with

alternating axial loads (ATC-U and ATC-B) are compared with the

results of tests with similar lateral deformation history and equal

levels of constant axial load (120C-U and 100T-U are compared with

ATC-U,and l20C-B and 50T-B are compared with ATC-B).

7.2 Load-Deflection Curves and Shear Deterioration

Figure 7.1 shows the complete load-deflection relationship

and Fig. 7.2 shows the first cycle at each deflection level, for

test ATC-U. Figure 7.3 shows the shear deterioration which occurred

in test ATC-U compared with l20C-U and lOOT-U.

In test ATC-U, alternate tension and compression was applied

during the first three cycles at the ~. level, and afterward con-
1

stant compression was applied. The sequence of application of axial

loads, with respect to the lateral deflection history is included

in Fig. 7.3 for reference.

Comparing Figs. 7.1 and 7.2 with the respective load

deflection curve for test l20C-U (Fig. 5.1), it is obs~rved that for

all cycles except those in the N direction at the ~. level, the
1

response is similar. Comparing ATC-U with 100T-U (Fig. 6.2), only

in the cycles to the N direction at the ~. level are the curves
1

similar. The effect of tension is reflected as a reduction in

shear and stiffness, but only during that part of the loading

101
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history where tension was imposed. This effect can also be seen

in Fig. 7.3, where the shear deterioration in the S direction is

similar in tests ATe-U and l20C-U. In the N direction, ATC··U shows

shear deterioration at the 6. level similar to that of lOOT··U and
1

somewhat greater shear deterioration with cycling at deflection

levels 2, 3, and 46. produced by the effects of tension applied at 6 .•
1 1

The load-deflection curves for test ATC-B are presented in

Fig. 7.4 (NS direction) and Fig. 7.5 (EW direction). The shear

deterioration observed in test ATC-B is shown in Fig. 7.6. For

comparison tests, 50T-B and l20C-B are included.

In test ATC-B, alternate tension and compression was applied

for cycles in the NS direction, while in the EW direction constant

compression was applied. The sequence of application of axial

loads with respect to the lateral deflection history is included

in Fig. 7.6.

Comparing the load-deflection curves for test ATC-B

(Figs. 7.4 and 7.5) with the load-deflection curves for test l20C-B

(Figs. 5.2 and 5.3), a similarity is observed except for peaks to

the N direction where tension was applied.

From Fig. 7.6, more shear deterioration is observed in test

l20C-B than in test ATC-B, which means that constant compression is

more severe than alternate tension and compression. The beneficial

action of tension in reducing shear decay observed in tests 'with

constant tension remains when tension is applied alternately with

compression.

7.3 Envelopes of Load Deflection

Envelopes of peak values of shear and deflection are plotted

in order to extend the observations from the load-deflection and

shear-deterioration curves.
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Envelopes of first and last peaks from tests ATC-U, l20C-U,

and 100T-U are shown in Fig. 7.7. For peaks to the N direction at

the 6. level in which tension was applied, peak shears are less
~

than observed in 100T-U (same level of tension but constant in all

cycles). However, for higher levels of deformation the peaks to the N

direction in ATC-U approximate those in 120C-U (constant compression

in both). In the N direction, ATC-U shows more shear deterioration

from cycle to cycle at the same level of deformation than 120C-U.

Envelopes for tests ATC-U and 120C~U are very similar in the S

direction. The effect of alternately applying tension and com

pression in the first three cycles is not apparent in the south

direction of loading. The effect of tension is limited mainly to

the peaks in which tension was applied. In the overall beha.vior,

the effect of tension is apparent as shear deterioration from cycle

to cycle only in the direction in which tension was applied.

Figures 7.8 (NS direction) and 7.9 (EW direction) show

first and last peak envelopes of tests ATC-B, SOT-B, and 120C-B.

The shape of the envelopes in the N direction is similar in tests

ATC-B and SOT-B, but peak values in ATC-B are lower than in SOT-B.

This is due to the alternate mode of application of tension and the

application of compression in the EW direction in ATC-B. For peaks

to the S direction, test ATC-B shows behavior similar to l20C-B

except that higher shears and less shear deterioration are observed

in ATC-B. Peaks to the E direction (Fig. 7.9) in ATC-B are lower

than in l20C-B for 6. and 26. levels; however, for larger deforma-
~ ~

tions the peaks are similar. For peaks to the W direction, similar

behavior is observed, but ATC-B shows less deterioration than l20C-B.

In Fig. 7.10, envelopes in the NS direction of test ATC-B

are compared with envelopes of peaks to the N direction from SOT-U

and of peaks to the S direction from 120C-U. Peaks values for ATC-B

are approximately equal to peaks for SOT-U in the N direction and
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peaks for 120C-U in the S direction. Thus, in this direction of

loading the effect of alternate deformations is not noticeable.

Figure 7.11 shows envelopes of ATC-B in the EW direction

compared with envelopes from test l20C-U (both constant compression).

Envelopes to the west in ATC-B are similar to those in the south

direction in 120C-U, except for high levels of deformation.

Envelopes to the east in ATC-B are lower than envelopes to the

north in l20C-U. Thus, ATC-B behaves as an individual unidirectional

test in the NS direction and the effect of alternate deformations

is not as noticeable as in test 120C-B.

7.4 Strain in Transverse Reinforcement

Figure 7.12 shows peak values of average strain in the ties

for test ATC-U. Peaks of first and third cycles at each deflection

level are shown. Figure 7.13 shows similar plots for the first

cycle at each deflection level for both directions of loading on

ATC-B. The strain in the ties increased at similar rates in tests

ATC-U and 120C-U (Fig. 5.11), but strains remained below yield for

larger deformations in ATC-U. From Fig. 7.12, it can be seen that

after 2~. deformation not much increase in strain was observed. The
~

distribution of strain in the ties in tests ATC-B (Fig. 7.13) and

120C-B (Fig. 5.13) were similar, especially for the ~. and 2~.
~ ~

levels. However, strains tended to remain below yield for larger

deformations in ATC-B, especially when compared to the NS direction

of loading of both tests.

Figure 7.14 shows the change in strain with lateral history

for two ties in ATC-U and l20C-U. Similar change is observed in

both tests up to the 2~. level, but after 2~. strains in ATC-U
~ ~

remained near the yield level while strains in l20C-U reached yield

at the 2~. level. Figure 7.15 shows progressive strain in a tie
~

for both directions of loading of test ATC-B and l20C-B. Similar

change in strain is observed for both directions. Again, the
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tendency of the strains to remain below yield under alternate

application of axial loads is clear.

7.5 Commentary

In terms of shear deterioration and area within the load

deflection curves, the behavior of tests with alternate axial loads

(ATC-U and ATC-B) was similar to that observed in tests with the

same lateral deformation history and constant compression (120C-U

and l20C-B). Shear deterioration for high levels of deformation

was reduced in ATC-B as compared with l20C-B. In tests with con

stant tension, the reduction in shear decay observed with respect

to tests with constant compression was attributed to less damage of

the concrete core. According to the study of the strain distribu

tion in tests ATC-U and ATC-B (Figs. 7.14 and 7.15), the beneficial

aspects of tension are also observed when tension is applied

alternately with compression.

The tendency of tensile axial forces to decrease shear decay

may be explained using the idealization presented in Fig. 7.16. The

portion of the concrete section resisting shear is smaller under

tensile loads than under compressive loads. The reduction in area

of contact between cracked sections in the concrete core reduced

the shear strength and stiffness. The crack surfaces not in contact

will likely not be damaged as severely. Because shear is low and

confinement is not needed, the ties will remain in condition to pro

vide confinement at high levels of deformation. In addition, the

concrete core will have some reserve (undamaged surface area)

capacity to resist shear in subsequent loadings.

External evidence of less damage in the concrete core in

tests ATC-U and ATC-B, as compared with tests l20C-U and l20C-B, can

be observed in Figs. 7.17 and 7.18 showing photographs of the speci

mens after testing.
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C HAP T E R 8

A DESIGN APPROACH FOR COLUMNS WITH DIFFERENT

LEVELS OF AXIAL LOAD

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter a design approach is formulated based on

the observed behavior from tests described herein and the results

from other analytical and experimental studies. The data from

this study refer to one element with constant geometry and rein

forcement. Only one level of compression and three levels of

tension were considered for two lateral deflection histories. The

limited data preclude the development of design recommendations

which can be considered inclusive of all types of members. The

intention was to develop a frame of reference for the design of

columns failing in shear which can be improved when more data

become available.

One of the main considerations in the development of a

design approach was to incorporate available knowledge regarding

members failing in flexure and to extend that knowledge to members

failing in shear. It was also desired to incorporate the level of

axial force in the design recommendations.

Because of the low energy dissipating capacity of short

columns observed in this experimental study as well as in other

experimental studies [29,36,37J, the use of such elements must be

avoided where possible in seismic regions. The design approach

discussed here is intended primarily for cases where the lengtn-to

thickness ratio cannot be changed to ensure flexural failure. It

may be useful also for short columns in which deformation capacity

is required or desired (zones with moderate or low seismic risk).
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The proposed design approach is developed primarily for

short columns subjected to cyclic loads in one direction and con

stant levels of axial, tensile, or compressive forces. A discus

sion is included for adapting the design approach to alternating

axial loads. Implications of bidirectional lateral loads are

also discussed.

8.2 Basic Requirements for Columns with
Constant Compression

Based on the observed behavior, the design of short columns

subjected to cyclic deformations beyond yielding may not be adequate

in terms of strength only. The column specimens tested exhibited

low energy dissipating capacity.. Noticeable shear deterioration

was observed when axial compression was imposed.

The deformability characteristics must also be taken into

account. Ductility ratios as well as design recommendations are

generally based on 6 , the deformation at first yield, which is
y

based on flexural computations. In short columns, the deflection

calculated at first yield may not have meaning for columns failing

in bending. Moreover, the quantity of web reinforcement influences

the hysteretic behavior of short columns. As more confinement is

provided, flexural behavior is expected to be dominant and as a

result the specimen dissipates more energy and exhibits ductile

behavior.

In accordance with the observed behavior, a design criterion

for short columns subjected to lateral deformations and compressive

axial loads must include the following variables: lateral displace

ment history, axial load level, shear span ratio, and quantity of

reinforcement--both longitudinal and transverse. The influence of

the lateral displacement history (unidirectional vs bidirectional)

and level of axial load (zero vs l20k) has been studied in this

investigation. The effect of the other variables has been reported
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elsewhere [30,31J. It would be desirable to base shear requirements

for short columns subjected to load reversals on a criterion which

permits a certain level of shear decay for a given number of load

reversals in accordance with the level of energy absorption needed.

Gosain, Brown, and Jirsa [32J proposed a criterion in which

an element must be capable of withstanding at least five cycles at

a deformation level of 4 to 66 without a decrease in the strengthy
of more than 25 percent. This criterion waS based on a work index

which was a measure of the energy dissipation and with the primary

assumption that the element is capable of forming hinging regions

maintaining both flexural and shear capacity. The work index was

defined as I = n(6/6 ), where n is the number of cycles at aw y
deflection level 6, in which the load P is at least equal to Or

greater than 0.75P. This parameter was modified to account for
y

different span lengths and axial loads, as follows:

I' = I (1 - d la)(l + 0.0005 N/A )
w w c c

(8.1)

Based on reported experimental data and assuming values of I' of
w

10 to 50 for satisfactory performance, they concluded that the

ultimate shear stress in the core must be limited to 6 to 7~ and
c

that the transverse reinforcement should be designed to carry a

shear not less than the maximum shear imposed on the section.

In short columns failing in shear, however, it is difficult

to establish a criterion of this type because the formation of

hinging regions is not ensured and as a consequence ~ and Py are

not well defined. In this case, 6 and P depend not only on
y y

section parameters and axial load, but on p and aid as well. Thew
hysteric behavior will be different from that in an element forming

hinging regions. Figure 8.1 shows cycles at 2 and 36. from test
1

l20C-U compared with the hypothetical behavior of a similar element

governed by flexure [33J (confined core). Point B represents the
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observed deflection at first yield of the main steel for l20C-U

and Point A the computed yield deflection assuming flexural behavior.

Point B does not represent plastic hinge formation as does A in the

assumed flexural case. The lateral load increases after reaching

first yield, but deteriorates very rapidly due to shear decay.

The strength is maintained through large deformation when flexure

governs. Assuming that the flexural behavior shown in Eq. 8.1 is

representative, the energy dissipated per cycle is lower in the

case governed by shear compared with the case governed by flexure.

If the ductility factor of an element failing in shear is

estimated using 6 (assuming flexure controls), it will not repre-
y

sent the same area under the load-deflection curve as for an

element forming plastic hinges because the load at any level of

deformation may be below that defined as P in flexure. The
y

factor (1 - d fa) in the work index, If, may not be sufficient to
c w

account for reduced energy dissipation in very short columns and

more conservative considerations may be needed.

8.3 A Proposed Design Criterion

Reinforced concrete columns forming part of a structural

frame must meet a number of limitations to ensure satisfactory

performance under cyclic loads. The limitations for flexural

hinging regions failing in shear are summarized in Ref. 32 and are

based on reported experimental and analytical work. The limitations

can be stated as follows:

The ultimate shear stress must be limited to 6 to 7 JfT.
C

The transverse reinforcement must be designed to carry

a shear not less than the maximum shear imposed on the

section.

Shear is resisted by the core only.
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Spacing of transverse reinforcement must be limited to six

longitudinal bar diameters, in order to prevent buckling

of the main steel.

The average compressive stress on the core area should

not exceed 1500 psi. (No data are available for specimens

with more than 1500 psi in compression.)

In short columns, the requirements for transverse reinforce

ment may need to be increased and the strength provided may not

always be utilized if large deformations are imposed and shear decay

is likely.

Identification of Shear-controlled Behavior. To propose

specific design recommendations for short columns consistent with

the observed behavior, a means of identifying shear behavior is

first required. For this purpose, a critical shear-span ratio,

defined by Yamada [29J, was obtained by equalizing flexural and

shear strengths, and assuming that the shear failure was governed

by an elliptical failure criterion of the concrete under combined

nQrmal and tangential stresses. The expression for the critical

shear-span ratio accounts for level of compressive axial load,

longitudinal reinforcement and material properties. Good correla

tion was found with experimental work related to short columns with

aid ratios near one. With an aId ratio of about two for the tests

in this program, the behavior could no longer be predicted satis

factorily using the elliptical failure criterion for the concrete.

Instead of using the critical shear-span ratio, a parameter

The nominal flexural

can be obtained from interaction diagrams or tables

will be introduced in this study.

the nominal shear strength V is computed as V + V
n s c

in accordance with the ACl Code. The interpretation of Lf is the

length of a fixed end column with given cross section required

L
f

= 2M Iv
n n

strength M
n

(¢ = 1) and

to reach both flexural and shear strengths at the same time under
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monotonic load. With a length of Lf , an element will be able to

form a plastic hinge under monotonic load and using the limitations

mentioned above the column should perform satisfactorily under

cyclic loads (Fig. 8.1).

The computation of Lf provides a reference for defining

the likely mode of failure. There is likely to be a transition

zone from shear to flexural behavior due to the contribution of

transverse reinforcement to the shear strength. The contribution

of the transverse reinforcement is likely to vary with the arrange

ment of the transverse and longitudinal reinforcement, column.

geometry, axial load, and material properties. Therefore, a per

formance criterion for cyclic behavior must be based on a reference

which is not rigidly defined. Another consideration is that L
f

should be computed using routine design equations for shear and

flexural capacity. In this regard, M is a function of axial load
n

and longitudinal steel; V is a function of axial load and V is
c s

a function of the transverse steel.

If the length of a column is equal to or greater than Lf ,

the design proceeds with a criterion which ensures flexural behavior

(sufficient transverse reinforcement to ensure formation of plastic

hinges), as in Ref. 32. If the length of a column is less than Lf ,

shear failure is anticipated. In this case it is proposed that the

transverse steel designed using Eq. (11.17) of the ACI Code for the

maximum shear imposed be increased by the ratio Lf/L in order to

provide deformation capacity. Therefore, the shorter the column

the more transverse reinforcement will be required without any

increase in strength.

The transverse reinforcement can be computed using Eq. (11.17)

of the ACI Code which is based on the truss analogy. In the truss

analogy the transverse steel is required to resist diagonal tension

across inclined cracks. For cyclic load reversals, the transverse
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steel may be required to provide a certain amount of deformation

capacity. In this context, it is recognized that the confinement

must be dictated by considerations of the amount, strength, and

arrangement of both transverse and longitudinal steel, because

both contain the core and provide confinement to maintain the

integrity of the core under large deformations. Thus, it is anti

cipated that a more complex expression may be required for the

general case as more data become available.

Design Options. To take into account the observed

behavior of short columns (L < Lf)--mainly the shear decay after

reaching a certain deformation level and the low energy dissipated

per cyc1e--an additional adjustment in the shear strength may be

required. Two basic approaches may alleviate the problems which

occur in design. The designer could

(a) Limit the deflections to avo~d shear decay and design the

section for the total shear. By limiting the deflections,

less energy will be dissipated than in a column failing in

flexure. The deflection at maximum load considering mono

tonically increasing lateral load may be used as the value

of the deflection limit in this case.

(b) If the deflections are not limited, the usable shear

strength may have to be adjusted downward. For example,

if large axial loads are present, shear decay is accelerated

and a reduction in shear capacity is required. As the

ratio of shear strength to shear required for the formation

of hinges at the ends of the column falls below unity,

shear failure is more likely and the shear strength will

need to be reduced.

In accordance with these considerations, the flow chart in

Fig. 8.2 represents a general approach that may be followed in

designing a fixed end column under cyclic loadings. In the case
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V ~ 6Ji' Au c c

V = V
s u

s ~ 6d
b

N/A = 1500 psic

2M
n

V
n
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-from interaction
diagram, ¢ = 1

Vn = Vs + 2 [1 +2:~OA~Ac

Shear behavior

Transverse reinforcement
to provide deformation
capacity

A
v

or

L ~ L
f

Flexural behavior

Provide transverse
reinforcement to ensure
'formation of plastic
hinges but not less thannll
required to carry V

u

II.Deflections

Vs(Lf/L)

Pw = f A ~
~ ~ s~YL-_c~ , I.Limitation in deflections

l or reduction in the
ductility factor

not limitec

Reduce shear strength, as

V (L/L
f
)( 1 - N/N )

u 0

N = 0.85 f'A + A fo c c s y

shear strength V
u

Fig. 8.2 Design of Ric columns under cyclic loads
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of flexural behavior no further details are given and the criteria

from Ref. 32 are proposed. When the lateral forces for design are

not reduced for ductility as in a ductile frame (alternative I),

the strength of the column may be taken as V and the deformation
u

limited to that occurring when the maximum capacity of the column

is reached. It is assumed that the column can withstand several

cycles of load reversal provided that the deflection is less than

that occurring at maximum capacity under monotonic load.

method for computing such deflections is not available.

A general

Ductility

factors may be used instead. If lateral forces are computed with

reduction for ductility [34], the reduction may be a function of

the number and distribution of the short columns in the structure.

A similar approach is the use of K-factors as defined in the SEAOC

Code [35J. For instance, if short columns are used as components

of a ductile moment-resisting space frame but column behavior or

failure do not impair the vertical or lateral load-resisting

ability of the entire frame, then K may be taken as 0.80. In a

frame without rigid elements, i.e., short columns, K may be taken

as 0.67 and in a building with shear walls, K ~ 1.33.

Deflection Limits. It may be possible to utilize experi

mental data to obtain a limit for the lateral deflection to be

used in alternative I. Figure 8.3 shows a deflection index, ~d/L2,

plotted against axial stress on the section for selected data on

cyclic loads on short columns [29,36,37J, in which specimens with

varying values of p were tested. The parameter ~d/L2 was obtained
w

from the relative story displacement angle R = ~/L, where ~ is the

deformation at which shear decay is first observed and L is the

story height and the shear span-to-depth ratio aid, with a expressed

as function of the member length L. The deflection index is ~/~.

The combination of ~/L and aid accounts for column section and story

height variations. From Fig. 8.3 a limit to the deflection for

different percentages of transverse reinforcement p may be stated
w

as follows:
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Fig. 8.3 Lateral deflection limit
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0.002 L2/d

0.001 L2/d

P 2 O. 7%
w

0.3% < P < 0.7%w

The limit appears to also be influenced by the axial load~ however,

there is considerable scatter in the data and an insufficient number

of tests is available to define this relationship.

In alternative II, the short column is used as a component

of a ductile frame. The reduction in strength is formed by two

terms. The first term L/Lf accounts for the length of the element,

the shorter the column the more shear decay is expected. The

second term, 1 - N/N , accounts for the axial load level which tends
o

to increase the shear decay at large deflections.

Table 8.1 shows values of the proposed reduction L/L
f

(l - NINo)

for a series of tests reported by Yamada [29]. The tests were con

ducted for cyclic loads under increasing lateral deformation on

columns with aid ~ 1.2. Two different levels of axial load for two

percentages of transverse reinforcement were considered. Applying

the reduction to the maximum shear observed, values of the ratio of

the deflection at the reduced shear to deflection at maximum shear

(6 16 ) and the number of cycles imposed from maximum to reducedr m .
shear were determined from the test data and are included in Table 8.1.

A sketch is included showing the definition of 6 ,6 , and number of
r m

cycles.

At least four cycles were imposed beyond the cycle in which

maximum shear was observed before the reduced shear was reached.

The deflection at the reduced shear was at least two times the deflec

tion at maximum observed shear. Thus, the reduction factor seems

to be sati~factory for estimating the shear which can be relied on

during cyclic loading. The proposed design criterion (Fig. 8.2) is

considered to be conservative because the reduction is applied to

the design ultimate shear which is based on 6~ A and not to the
c c
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TABLE 8.1 DATA FROM REF. 29

Test p (%) L/Lf 1 - N/N b. /b. No. of
w 0 r m CyCles

l/6N el 1.18 0.60 0.83 5 11
0

1/6 N e2 0.71 0.48 0.83 3 8
0

1/3 N el 1.18 0.62 0.67 2 6
0

1/3 N e2 0.71 0.48 0.67 2 4
0

£Jj ~20
4 ¢13 ][140

T 20
~ .1

160 rom

V
b. b.
1m I r (- Number of cycles
I I---:-1 ---Vmax

-- -- -- V (L/Lf)(l - N/N~)
max 'IJ
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maximum measured shear which was at least 11~ A in the four
c c

tests listed in Table 8.1.

8.4 Bidirectional Effects

If deformations in both principal directions are considered,

the design approach may need to be modified. In this study bidirec

tional alternate lateral deformations in orthogonal directions were

considered. From the data, the effect of bidirectional loading was

reflected as more rapid shear decay at higher deformations. For

this reason it appears that the criteria must be modified if the

element is to form a part of a ductile frame. Two possibilities

may be adequate in that case:

(a) Multiply p by a factor greater than one, no increase in
w

usable shear strength.

(b) Multiply the usable shear strength by a factor less than

one without increasing p .
w

It should be noted that the data are for the case of deflections

applied in orthogonal directions alternately and other load his

tories were not considered in the experimental program. Thus,

there was not enough data to evaluate a factor which takes into

account bidirectional lateral movements.

8.5 Evaluation of the Design Approach

In order to compare the transverse reinforcement provided

in the test specimen to that computed using the proposed criterion,

Specimens l20C-U and OO-U were analyzed.

lZOC-U. Figure 8.4 shows calculations for Specimen l20C-U

presented in the same sequence as shown in the flow chart in Fig. 8.2.

Assuming a maximum shear capacity ofin.-k

6l.4k, and L
f

= 45 in., which is greater

of 36 in. Thus, shear failure is anticipated

Fig. 4.6, M = 1380
n

6~ A = 40k, V
c c n

the actual length

v =
u

than

From



v = 6 Jf' A ;:; 40 K
u c c

v = 40 K
s

s ;:; 6d
b

= 4.5 in
max

N/A = 1200 psi < 1500 psi
c
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L = 36 in

f' = 4.45 Ksi
c

f = 65.2 Ksi
y

f = 67.5 Ksi
sy

M = 1380 in-K
n

from Fig. 5.6

v = V + 2( 1+ N /2000A ) Ji'A = 6~ A + 3.zJfl A
n sue c c c c c c

61.4 K

2M
L = __n_ = 2 (1380) = 45 in

f V 61.4
n

L = 36 in < 45 in

Shear failure
Vs (L/L)

f Asy c

p = 0.0074w

40 !!1.
36= ~---.:::.::...--

67.5(100)

,------------- ,-,----_..,--_.__.._..._---,--,-----
II

N = 0.85 f'A + A f = 608 K
o c c s y

(L/L
f
)( 1 - N/N

o
) = (36/45)( 1 - 120/608) = 0.64

reduced strength 40(0.64) = 26 K

I Deflection limited
to
0.002 L

2
/d = 0.25 in

shear strength;lt 40 K

Fig. 8.4 Example of calculations, redesign of lZOC-U
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and the transverse steel required to ensure satisfactory behavior

under load reversals should be not less than 0.74 percent, which is

about twice the transverse reinforcement provided (0.39 percent).

If the deflection is limited (0.25 in. with 0.002 L2/d) the

strength may be taken as 40k, otherwise the permissible shear for

a ductile frame is 26k. It should be noted that for l20C-U, if the

same amount of transverse reinforcement had been provided but no

axial load was compared, the specimen would likely be governed by

flexure and the assumed strength over 60 percent greater.

oo-U. From Fig. 4.5, M is 900k, V = 57k, and Lf = 32 in.,
n n

which is less than the column length of 36 in. Therefore, flexural

behavior is anticipated. With the shear capacity V =
u

6~ A = 42k, the percentage of transverse reinforcement to carry
c c

the total shear is 0.63 percent and that required to form plastic

hinges at the ends is 0.74 percent. In this case the transverse

reinforcement is controlled by the requirement that plastic hinges

form at the ends and the shear strength can be taken as 42k.

The calculations indicate that if the specimen had twice

the transverse reinforcement provided, its ductility would be

comparable to that of a longer element. This is in accordance with

the observed behavior of Specimen OO-U, in which the flexural

strength was reached but was not stable.

the strength is assumed to be stabilized.

With P = 0.74 percent,
w

To illustrate further the proposed criterion, two extreme

cases are considered: a long column and a very short column.

Material properties, section dimensions, longitudinal steel, and

axial load are assumed to be as in l20C-U.

(a) Long column - assume L = 112 in. for a/d = 5.6:c
For V ~ A = 40k, V = 61k and L = 45 in.

u c c n f
Flexural behavior controls and the percentage of

transverse reinforcement required is 0.59 percent to
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carry the total shear (0.37 percent is required for

plastic hingle formation but without consideration of

cyclic reversals or deflection limits).

Thus, for long columns the transverse steel will be greater

than required for the formation of plastic hinges but may be less

than required in ACI Code Appendix A for confinement of the core

in many cases.

~) Very Short Column - assume L = 24 in. for aid = 1.2:
c

For ~ A = 40k, V = 6lk, and L
f

= 45 in. Shear
c c n

behavior controls and the percentage of transverse

reinforcement required is 1.11 percent.

Yamada (29J, studying columns with aid = 1.2, concluded

that in order to attain a good behavior under cyclic loading, p
w

must be greater than 1 percent, which compares favorably to the

approach in Fig. 8.2.

For the short column, the permissible strength is 17 kips

if no limitation in deflection is considered. If the strength of

the element is reduced for design purposes, the designer will tend

to search for more economical solutions. This reflects current

practice in which the use of very short columns in seismic regions

is avoided where possible.

8.6 Columns with Constant Axial Tension

The observed behavior under axial tension was controlled by

flexural behavior where plastic hinges form (the moment resisted

by the hinge is reduced for the effects of tension). The criterion

utilized for axial compression (Fig. 8.2) can be applied to axial

tension. It can be used to define L
f

if nominal values of moment

and shear are adjusted for axial tensile stress. The low values of

M after reduction for tension would indicate that the columns
n

should be as controlled by flexural as observed. However, for high

levels of tension on short columns, the assumption of hinging at
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the ends may result in shear values which are unrealistically high.

In those cases, the shear strength should be reduced according to

the level of axial tension applied. For very short columns with

moderate axial tension, shear failure would be expected and a

reduction in the shear strength for the effects of tension must be

made.

To determine shear reduction in the presence of tension,

the following procedure was used:

(a) Using an existing program for multivariate regression

analysis, a curve was obtained to represent the ratio of

peak shear for each of the levels of tension considered

to peak shear for OO-U (SR)' This ratio was used to

calibrate the reduction in shear due to tension. The

result was:

SR = 0.98 - O. 70 TIT + 0.222 TIT (618..)2 - 0.092 (TIT )Z 61 6.
y Y 1 Y 1

(b) The deflection level at which the maximum reduction is

reached was obtained by taking

= o => 0.044 ~ ~.
y 1

T
2.08 T ~

y
zL.

T
y

o

(c) Substituting, an expression for the maximum reduction was

obtained.

S
R max

T
0.98 - 0.70 T

y

This may be simplified, as shown in Fig. 8.5, using S ~
R max

A conservative approximation is0.8 TIT.y

1 - TIT
Y

S
R max

1.0
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O. 7~ - 0.096 r~ lJ 3
y ~ y

r
0.8 r

L
I
I

0.6 r
I

I
r
I

0.4

0.2

o

LO

0.25 0.5 0.75

os2'. T
Y

1.0

TIT
Y

Fig. 8.5 Reduction due to axial tension
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Data from five tests~ l20C~U~ OO-U~ SOT-U~ 100T-U~ and

200T-U were utilized to obtain empirical equations for each cycle.

For four levels of deformation~ 20 data points were available.

SR is the ratio of the peak shear value at a given deflection and

axial load level (tension or compression) to the peak shear in

test OO-U at the same deformation level. Table 8.2 shows

measured and calculated values of SR for SOT-U~ 100T-U~ and 200T-U.

TABLE 8.2 MEASURED AND PREDICTED VALUES OF SR
---_..._----------

Test MtJ.. SR
l. Measured Predicted

1 0.82 0.80

SOT-U 2 0.84 0.82

3 0.81 0.84

1 0.61 0.61

100T-U 2 0.61 0.62

3 0:60 0.66

1 0.11 0.20

200T-U 2 0.18 0.19

3 0.24 0.21

The regression analysis was conducted studying several polynomial

forms and selecting that which best fit the measured data.

Using the equation 1 - TIT for the reduction in sheary
due to axial tension~ a general approach that may be followed in

the design of fixed end columns under constant axial tension and

cyclic lateral loads is presented in Fig. 8.6. The influence of

shear span is assumed as in the case of axial compression presented

in Section 8.2 and the transverse steel requirements follow the

same guidelines. In this case there are no data available to check

the accuracy of the assumptions.
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LIMITATIONS

V s; &/f' A
u c c

V = Vs u

2 M
n=--

V
n

L < L
f

Shear behavior

from interaction
diagram, ¢ = 1
(considering the
tension T)

= Vs + 2[1 . 5~OAJ,Jf;,Ac
if T/A > 500, V =V

c n s
(T in Ib)

L ~ L
f

Flexural behavior

Permissible shear strength:
------------------

-Transverse reinforcement
to ensure formation of
plastic hinges but not
less than required to
carry V

u

-The permissible shear
strength is the shear
corresponding to
plastic hinge formation
or the reduction for
cyclic loading

Vu (1 - ~ )
y

whichever is less

=Av

where T = A f
Y s Y

if transverse reinforcement is l'

providing deformation capacity

I

Fig. 8.6 Design of Ric columns under cyclic loads and
constant axial tension
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It is difficult to imagine a column subjected to cyclic

lateral loads and a high level of constant axial tension. Although

the approach is theoretically valid for any level of tension, it

may not represent practical situations. The reduction in shear

strength is intended to cover the cases where the energy dissipated

is low due to high axial tension. Because no noticeable shear

decay is present when tension is applied, no limitation in deflec

tions or ductility factor is required.

The approach proposed for cases with tension (Fig. 8.6) and

compression (Fig. 8.2) converges to the same solution if no axial

load is present.

Bidirectional Effects. If deformations in both orthogonal

directions are considered, some modifications may be required in

the proposed criterion. However, data are available only at the

low level of tension and one history of lateral deformations.

The energy dissipation per cycle for bidirectional deforma

tions (SOT-B, Fig. 6.S) seemed to be lower than for unidirectional

deformations (50T-U, Fig. 6.1) because the pinching effect was more

accentuated. On the other hand, the proposed criterion is conserva

tive and the differences may not be significant; therefore, the

assumption of similar behavior for unidirectional and bidirectional

deformations seems to be adequate for low levels of axial tension.

However, if other bidirectional movements and/or levels of axial

load are considered an increase in the amount of transverse steel

and/or a decrease in the assumed strength may be needed. No speci

fic modifications can be offered until sufficient data are available.

8. 7 Evaluation of the Design Approach
for Axial Tension

In order to compare the transverse reinforcement used with

that required using the proposed approach, specimens for 50T-U and

lOOT-U were examined.
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The shear corresponding

Detailed calculations for this case are presented

The maximum shear capacity, V , is taken as ~fT A
u c c

680 in.-k from Fig. 4.5 and V = V = V = 42.8k
n s u '

The transverse rein-

With M
n

in., indicating flexural behavior.L = 32
f

forcement must carry the total shear.

50T-U.

in Fig. 8.7.

42.8k.

with the formation of plastic hinges is greater than the reduced

strength due to the effect of tension, thus the permissible shear

strength must be the reduced strength of 31.6k or 4.4~ A •
c c

The level of shear, 4.4~ A , is less than the peak
c c

shears observed in test 50T-U (Fig. 6.9), which means that the

approach is conservative.

100T-U. For V =~ A = 44.9k, V = 44.9k. M = 450 in.-k
u c c s u

from Fig. 4.5, and Vn = 44.9k, then Lf = 20 in. Flexural behavior

is anticipated because the actual length, 36 in., is greater than L
f

•

The percentage of transverse reinforcement to attain plastic hil~ges

is 0.37 percent and that required to carry the total shear is

0.66 percent. Therefore, the transverse reinforcement is p
w

0.0066 and the permissible strength is V (1 - TIT) = 2l.4k, or
u y

2.8~ A (2M IL = 25k).
c c n

Again, this level of shear is less than peak shears observed

in test lOOT-U (Fig. 6.9). In this case L
f

must depend on the

flexural capacity of the section because the nominal shear is main

tained at about the same level. Although the section is provided

with high shear resistance, the axial tensile load does not permit

the development of that resistance. Only for very short columns

with low or moderate levels or tension is it likely that shear will

control.

In order to illustrate the proposed approach, two idealized

cases for two levels of tension in each case are examined.

(a) A long column with tension of 50k, L =, 112 in. The same

section and material properties of Specimen 50T-U are
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v = 6 ,[i' A = 42.8 K
u c c

V = 42.8 K
s

s = 6(0.75) = 4.5 in
max

" v
I

M = 680 in-K from Fig.5.5
n

V = V + 2 [1 - 5~OAJ.ff~Acn s

2 M 2 (680)
L

f
n = 32in=-- =

V 42.8
n

L = 36 in
f' = 5.1 Ksi

c
f = 54.2 Ksi
y

f = 67.5 Ksisy
T ... 50 K
A ... 100 si

c

= V = 42.8 K
s

L = 36 in > 32 in .. Flexural behavior

38 K

Transverse reinforcement to attain plastic hinges:

_ 2 Mn _ 2(680) =
Pw - Lf A - 36(67.5)(100) 0.0055

sy c
Transverse reinforcement to carry the total shear:

V

Pw = f SA = 6/;(~00) = 0.0063 ...
sy c

Shear corresponding with the formation of plastic
hinges:

2 Mn = 2(680) =
L 36

Reduced shear under cyclic loading due to tension:

Vu (1 - i )= 42.8 (1 -1~~)= 31.6 K'"
Y

Fig. 8.7 Example of calculations, redesign of 50T-U
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= V = 6~ A = 42.8k, L
f

= 32 in.
u c c
anticipated. The percentage of

transverse reinforcement is that required to carry the

assumed. For V = V
n s

and flexural behavior is

total shear. 0.63 percent (0.18 percent for 2M /L). Then
shear strength is 2M IL = l2.lk, because in this case the

n
shear corresponding with the formation of hinges is less

than V (1 - TIT) = 3l.6k. As in the case of compressive
n y

axial loads, the shear strength in long columns is dic-

tated by the hinging condition but the transverse steel

must be greater than that corresponding to flexural

hinging in order to ensure the maintenance of the hinge

for alternate and repeated lateral loads.

(b) A long column with tension of lOOk, L = 112 in. The same

section and material properties of Specimen 100T-U are

assumed. V = 6~ A = V = V = 44.9k, Lf = 20 in. and
u c c s n

flexural behavior is anticipated. The required percentage

of transverse steel is 0.66 percent and the shear strength

is 2M IL = 8k. High tensile load decreases the moment
n

capacity at hinge and results in the low shear strength.

(c) Very short column with tension of 50k, L 24 in., and the

same section and material properties as in test 50T-U. For

V = 6K A = V = V = 42. 8k L = 32 in., shear behavior
u c c s n ' f

is anticipated. The required percentage of transverse

steel is

0.0084

3.~ A.c c
sion will require p = 1.04 percent for a reduced strength

w
of ~ A , which shows that for short columns the case with

c c
tension may not be as unfavorable as the case with

and the reduced strength is V (L/L
f

) (1 - TIT) = 23.7k =
u y

A similar element subjected to l20k in compres-

compres s ion.
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(d) Very short column with tension of lOOk, L = 24 in. and

the same section and material properties as in test 100T-U.

V =~ A = V = V = 44.9k, Lf = 20 in., flexuralu c c s n
behavior is anticipated. p = 0.66 percent and V (1 - TIT) =

w u Y
2l.4k =~ A (the shear required to form hinges is

c c
2M IL = 37.5k). In this case, high tension indicates

n
flexural behavior, but the element is so short that the

shear corresponding to the formation of hinges is still

higher than the shear reduced to reflect the effects of

tension.

8.8 Columns with Alternating Tension
and Compression

Constant compression causes an increase in applied shear

and stiffness for low levels of deformation and a noticeable shear

decay for higher levels. The effect of constant tension is reflected

in a reduction in shear and stiffness but with less shear decay than

with constant Gompression. Compression causes a more noticeable

pinching effect in the hysteretic loop~ while under tension there

is less tendency toward pinching, especially in the first cycles at

each deflection level. When tension is applied alternately with

compression the effects of both are present. Under tension the

shear and stiffness are reduced, the amount of shear decay is reduced,

and the shape of the hysteretic loops is improved. The result is

that in terms of the behavior throughout the load history and the

total amount of energy dissipated, the application of tension

alternately with compression is not different from the behavior

under constant compression if the lateral displacement history is

the same. Therefore, the behavior of test ATC-U is similar to that

of l20C-U and the behavior of ATC-B is similar to 120C-B. Because

a design criterion for columns subjected to cyclic loadings is

based on energy dissipation considerations, a design recommendation

for columns that may be subjected to alternating axial load could
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be designed as if the column were subjected to constant

compression.

For an isolated column, the above recommendation would

not be adequate because under lateral displacement accompanied by

tension, the stiffness of the element will be very low and the

lateral deflection may be excessive. The most typical case is the

columns in a story of a building frame subjected to equal deforma

tion--the inters tory drift for the frame. Because of overturning

of the frame, some columns will be in tension while others are in

compression, a behavior similar to that studied in the experimental

program is expected. Because only two tests were conducted, a

general recommendation may be inadequate for other cases. Further

discussion of the applicability of the design approach in relation

to tests ATC-B and ATC-U may be helpful.

Test ATC-U was designed to represent the case of a column

which is subjected to a high level of tension alternating with

compression for the first cycles of seismic motion. Assuming that

the sequence of application of loads in the test is representative,

the amount of energy dissipation as well as the overall behavior

is expected to be similar to that when the column is subjected to

constant compression. The utilization of the design criterion for

columns with constant compression seems to be justified.

Test ATC-B was designed to represent an exterior column in

which, due to its location in a three-dimensional structural frame,

variable axial loads are present in one of the principal directions

while a constant level of compression is developed under lateral

movement in the perpendicular direction. Assuming that the sequence

of application of loads in the test is representative, the shear

capacity for peaks in the direction in which tension is present will

be lower than in a similar case where constant compression at the

same level is applied. However, the shear decay will not be as
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great. The reduction in shear decay is not significant in the

general context of the proposed design criterion. Thus, the energy

dissipated will be comparable to that present in a column with the

same lateral displacement history but with constant compression.

In conclusion, columns subjected to lateral movements in

both principal directions and with the possibility of variable

axial loads may be designed as if the axial load were constant com

pression. The approach stated in Section 8.2 may be applicable if

a modification (more transverse reinforcement and/or lower permis

sible shear strength) to account for bidirectional lateral movements

is adopted. As a corollary, if only unidirectional lateral displace

ments are considered with alternating axial loads, it appears to be

adequate to design the column using the criterion presented in

Fig. 8.2 without any modification. In the case where some of the

columns in a story are in tension while others are in compression,

the total lateral shear resistance of the entire story under cyclic

deformations must be evaluated with due consideration of the axial

forces on each column, even though the design may be based on the

case where axial compression is considered.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Summary of the Investigation

The influence of axial loads on the behavior of reinforced

concrete short columns under cyclic lateral deformations was

studied. The experimental program on which the analysis was based

consisted of ten tests of short column specimens subjected to pre

determined load sequences.

Test Specimen. All specimens had the same geometry and

reinforcement. The specimen had a 12 in. (30 cm) square cross

section with eight #6 bars (19 mm) for the longitudinal reinforce

ment, #2 (6 rom) closed stirrups at 2.6 in. (65 mm) as transverse

reinforcement and 1 in. (25 mm) cover. The specimen cross section

was a 2/3-scale model or an 18 in. (46 cm) prototype column section.

The shear span was 1.5 times the thickness of the cross section.

The spacing of the transverse reinforcement was greater than

required to prevent shear failure. The intent was to test columns

that might not perform satisfactorily under the imposed load

histories, but would represent typical practice in column design

in seismic regions. The shape of the specimen was selected to

permit simulating a short stiff column framing into a relatively

stiff floor system.

Lateral Load History. The lateral loading was controlled

by monitoring deformations. Two basic histories were selected:

one with displacement variation in only one direction and the other

with displacements applied alternately in orthogonal directions.

Three cycles at each peak deflection level of one, two, three, and

153
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four times a selected initial value were considered. This resulted

in a total of 12 continuous cycles for the unidirectional history

and 24 for the bidirectional.

Axial Load History. Axial load variations were selected

with the intention of developing basic information that might be

useful for further experimental studies. In order to study the

effect of constant compression, constant tension and alternate

tension and compression, axial loads were held constant in some

tests and variable in others. Only one level of constant compres

sion (N fA = 1200 psi [8MPa]) was considered. Because no data
u c

have been reported regarding cyclic lateral loads in combination

with axial tension, three levels of constant tension were consid

ered. Two sequences simulated loads varying from tension to

compression.

9.2 Test Results

Effect of Constant Axial Compression. The main effect of

axial compression was to accelerate the shear deterioration at

higher levels of deformation compared with the deterioration of a

specimen without axial loads. Lateral deformations in the orthog

onal direction caused more shear deterioration at higher levels

of deformation but no noticeable effect for deformation levels lower

than that at maximum observed peak shear. An increase in shear

strength was noted with compressive axial loads as compared with no

load.

Effect of Constant Axial Tension. In tests with constant

tension, the shear capacity and the stiffness were reduced, as com

pared with tests with constant compression or with no axial load,

but the shear deterioration was decreased. The required shear to

attain a given deformation decreased as the level of tension was

increased. The adverse effects of alternate deformations in the
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orthogonal direction decreased with the application of constant

tension as compared with tests with compression or with zero axial

load. The required level of lateral deformation to produce yield

in the ties increased with the level of tension. With tension,

distress in the concrete occurred at large deflections, while with

compression similar distress was apparent at low deflections.

Effect of Alternate Axial Load. The effect of tension

alternate with compression was reflected as a reduction in shear

and stiffness but only during that part of the loading history

where tension was imposed. The influence of tension in reducing

shear decay observed in tests with constant tension was also true

when tension was applied alternately with compression. In terms

of overall behavior and total amount of energy dissipated, the

effect of alternate axial loads on response was no more severe

than the effect of constant compression when the same lateral

deformation history was considered.

9.3 Design Approach

In order to develop a design approach for columns failing

in shear, it was necessary to define a parameter identifying shear

behavior and to define rules for satisfactory performance in terms

of energy dissipation. The influence of the material and section

properties, the amount and type of transverse steel, and the axial

load bn the member were considered. The design criterion included

adjustments to strength and stiffness to account for shear decay

and loss of energy absorbing capacity.

Guidelines for satisfactory performance for the general

case of cyclic lateral deformations and axial loading are not

available. In this study general considerations (based on the

observed behavior and results from other analytical and experimental

studies) for a design approach were established. The basic concept

was that for satisfactory performance the shear stress in the core
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should be limited and the transverse reinforcement designed to

carry an amount of shear reflecting the requirement for energy

dissipation. The procedure was found to reflect adequately the

influence of the main variables and was in agreement with observed

behavior. However, it was based on data from a limited number of

tests and may not be adequate for other geometries, lateral his

tories, or shear spans.

9.4 Recommendations for Future Work

In order to reach a better understanding of the problem of

columns under 3D cyclic loads failing in shear) more analytical

and experimental studies are required. The influence of variables

considered in this experimental program require some verification

and others not directly considered need to be incorporated.

Variations in spacing and type of transverse steel in the shear

span and in the cross section geometry) keeping the lateral history

and axial load sequence constant, should be studied. Using a model

representing observed shear behavior) analytical investigations of

3D frames should be conducted to determine loading sequences for

future experimental studies.

Some specific recommendations can be made using the results

of this investigation.

Axial Loads - Constant compression seems to be the most

representative axial load sequence. Constant tension is not likely

to be encountered often. Alternate sequences of tension and com

pression may be assumed to be similar to constant compression.

Transverse Reinforcement - To improve the concept of critical

length) variations in the spacing above and below the one used in

this study should be considered. Spacing selected in accordance

with the design criterion proposed herein should be examined to see

if more energy dissipating capacity is improved.
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Shear Span - In order to incorporate this variable, 'Talues

above and below that of the present study should be considered.

Also, variations in the amount of longitudinal steel to produce

different flexural strengths in combination with different shear

spans need to be considered.

Behavioral Model - The results of the present investigation

in conjunction with other reported results may provide suffici.ent

data to develop a model representing shear behavior of columns.

Such a model could be used for the seismic analysis of structural

systems.

9.5 Conclusions

Based on tests conducted in this investigation, the

following conclusions were made:

(a) Constant compression produced an increase in shear capacity

with respect to similar tests with no axial load for loW"

levels of deformation. The increase in shear capacity was

about equal to that predicted using Eq. (11. 14) of the

ACI Code [28J. The shear capacity started to deteriorate

after the maximum peak shear was reached. Compared with

companion tests with zero axial load, the effect of con

stant compression was to accelerate shear deterioration'

and reduce the energy dissipating capacity of the column.

(b) The effect of constant tension was to decrease the shear

deterioration but at the same time to substantially reduce

the shear capacity and the stiffness near the origin. The

observed reduction in shear capacity was equivalent to the

reduction estimated using Eq. (11.9) of the ACT Code [281

for a column subjected to 50 kips tension. For higher levels

of axial tension, the reduction in shear capacity was more

than predicted because horizontal cracking produced a drop
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in the stiffness and delayed participation of the ties in

carrying shear.

(c) The application of tension alternately with compression

reduced some of the damage to the concrete core which

occurred under constant compression. The shear capacity

provided by the ties improved as compared with constant

compression using the same lateral deformation history.

In terms of total response both cases were similar.

(d) The overall response of the specimens was dictated by the

confinement and shear strength provided by the ties. The

efficiency of the ties to confine the core decreased with

compressive axial load, with the number of cycles at a

given deflection level, and with the application of lateral

deflections in the perpendicular direction.

(e) The approach suggested for design of short columns was

dependent on establishing a satisfactory performance

criterion in terms of energy dissipation. A limit on the

shear stress in the core was established and the transverse

reinforcement was proportioned in terms of the energy dis

sipation or deformation that the column might be expected

to sustain.
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